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Britain warns
of increasing
crisis tension

Rotarians open
district session

People is scheduled to perform,
and Wednesday night features a
cavalcade of bands.

LONDON ( AP) — The British
government refused today to
discuss Argentina's claim that an
attack on the Falkland Islands
dependency of South Georgia was
imminent. But it continued urging
British citizens to leave Argentina
and warned of an "increasing
period of tension."
British Foreign Secretary Francis Pym returned to London from
Washington, reportedly convinced
the crisis could not be ended
"without a shot being fired."
The Argentine Defense Ministry
said Friday that two Royal Navy
destroyers had been spotted 54
miles off South Georgia, which
Argentina seized the day after it
invaded the Falklands on April 2
following 149 years of British rule.
The mass circulation tabloid
Sun newspaper, quoting what it
said were Argentine military
sources, said an attack already
had taken place on the island, 850
miles soutfielst of the Falklands.
But the British Defense
Ministry said only that its 61-ship
naval task force was "not involved in any military action." A
ministry spolsksman told The
Associated Pras his department
was "not changing from our statement that there has been no landing."
British newspapers continued to
speculate that any invasion would
be launched from South Georgia,
which lies beyond the 465-mile
range of Argentina's warplanes
and is believed defended by about
140 troops.
The British war fleet, sent to
take back the Falklands from
Argentina should diplomacy fail,
was on "defense stations" — the

On Friday, there's a "Derby
Eve Jam" featuring rock music
by Dr. Hook and the Atlanta
Rhythm Section.
There will also be celebrities to
gawk at.

Three block grants hearing
to be conducted in Paducah

ROTARIANS MEET — District 671 of Rotary International is having its annual district conference this
weekend in Murray. Highlights of the conference
which began Friday have been (top right photo) the
presentation of the Paul Harris Fellow to Dr. Harry
Sparks (left) by District Gov. Bill RcibartsP^ of Fulton.,
A top Rotary honor, the Paul Harris Fellow is awarded
to Rotarians who contribute $1,000 in the club's foundation to provide scholarships to assist the education of
students. Between several meetings conducted, Murray Rotarians (bottom right photo) Charles Walston
and Vernon Gantt and (top left photo) H.T. Waldrop,
Max Hurt and Guy Billington gathered in the lobby of
the University Center at Murray State.

Run for the roses not only show in town

Bets on more than horses this week
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Racing is the name of the game at
Derby time, but horses aren't the
only thing worth a bet from
backers.
The fact is that you can bet on
everything from turtles to rodents
during the week preceeding the
Kentucky Derby, the first leg of
thoroughbred racing's Triple
Crown.
Four days before the horses run
for the roses, wine-toting waiters
and waitresses from area
restaurants will stage the Run for
the Rose.
And for several years now,
students at Spalding College have
been racing laboratory rats

around an elaborately constructed
miniature track. The crowd for
the race gets bigger every year.
Promoters declined to say
Whether the winner will be sent
back to the laboratory for further
tests.
Human beings aren't going to
stand by on the side and watch the
animals do all the work. Today,
there is a mini-marathon for 5,000
runners over a 13.1 mile course.
For those who like to watch inanimate objects compete, there
are steamboats, sailboats and
balloons to bet on.
Several thousand people were
expected to get up at dawn today
to watch 37 balloons float through
the skies above Louisville, while

the Natchez, Delta Queen and the
Belle of Louisville steamboats will
get their boilers burning Wednesday over a 12-mile course along
the Ohio River.
There's also going to be a lot of
running around on the athletic
fields of Louisville. A sports,
junkie will go crazy during the
week, chasing from a rugby tournament to a high school basketball
tournament to a Porsche Derby
autocross.
And if people get tired of racing,
there is a lot of music. On Sunday,
there's the Brown & Williamson
Kool Jazz Fest featuring Mel
Torme and Gerry Mulligan.
On Monday, the group Up With

Barring last-minute cancellations, Thursday's 27th Pegasus
Parade will include Ken Kercheval, who plays Cliff Barnes on
television's "Dallas," and Rick
Hurst and Sorrell Booke from the
cast of "Dukes of Hazzard."
Bob Hope is scheduled to be the
guest celebrity at Friday's Kentucky Colonels banquet.

Summer Social Security raises still uncertain
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's 36 million Social Security
recipients can't be certain how
much of a cost-of-living raise they
will get this summer, but they
won't be finding any loose change
when they cash their July checks.
Based on cost-of-living figures
announced Friday, people receiving Social Security are due a 7.4
percent increase this July —
unless it is pared down by Congress to reduce the fiscal 1983
budget deficit.
While the exact cost-of-living
boost is subject to change, one
thing is already certain: some
Social Security beneficiaries

partly cloudy skies
Clear to partly cloudy skies
tonight. Lows in the low to mid
10s. South winds 5 to 10 mph. Mild
with a gradual increase in
cloudiness Sunday. Highs in the
low 70s. South winds 10 to 15 mph.
Monday-Wednesday:
Chance of showers Monday.
Otherwise, variable cloudiness
and cool through the period. Highs
in the 60s and lows in the upper 30s
to mid 40s.
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won't get the full percentage increase.
That's because Congress
amended the Social Security Act
last year to round Social Security
benefits down to the next dollar
whenever they are computed or
recomputed. The change was
tucked away in the Omnibus
Reconciliation Act with a host of
other small alterations in Social
Security and major cuts in other
social programs.
It means that the average single
retiree who now gets an estimated
$378.80 a month would wind up
with an increase of only 7.2 percent, or $27.20, to $406 a month, according to Social Security's actuaries. A full 7.4 percent hike
would give that retiree $406.83 a
month.

$270 million in 1983, $320 million in
1984, $370 million in 1985 and $420
million in 1986.
The White House and congressional negotiators are looking at
cutting Social Security cost-ofliving increases, which will cost
$11.3 billion next year, as one way
to narrow the $100-billion plus
budget deficit looming in fiscal
1983.
Deputy Social Security Commissioner Paul Simmons said Friday
that unless the agency knows by
May 9 or 10 of any alteration of the
benefit hike, it would be hardpressed to make the changes in
time.
The agency, which has massive
computer problems, barely met
the deadline for carrying out an
11.2 percent increase last July.

Likewise, the average benefit
for all retirees is now just under
$386 a month. It would rise $28 to
$414, also a 7.2 percent increase.
Social Security used to be rounded up to the next higher dime. But
starting with the checks due July
2, people will get their benefits in
dollars and no cents, Social
Security spokesmen said.
The automatic 7.4 percent hike
was triggered by the release Friday of the Consumer Price Index
for March. Although inflation
went down last month, it was up
7.4 percent from the first quarter
of 1981 through the first quarter of
1982.
Rounding the benefits to the
dollar is expected to save Social
Security's trust funds $1.5 billion
by 1986 — $140 million this year,

FRANKFORT — Area residents
can comment on preliminary
plans to allocate funds from three
federal block grants at a public
hearing conducted by the state
Department for Human
Resources, Secretary Grady
Stumbo announced today.
The hearing wIl be held May 4,
1982 from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in lecture
hall RA111, Paducah Community
College.
The three block grants are for
preventive health, maternal and
child health, and mental health
and alcohol and drug abuse. The
preliminary block grant allocation process was developed by the
department's Health Services Advisory Council and Bureau for
Health Services staff.
Copies of the preliminary plans
are available for public review at
the Purchase Area Development
District office, Paducah. Copies of
the funding plans for the preventive health and maternal and child
health block grants may be
reviewed at district health departments. Area comprehensive care
centers will have proposed allocation plans for the mental health
and alcohol and drug abuse block
grant for public review.
Interested citizens may address
written comments about the plans

highest state of readiness short of
combat alert.
Pym refused to talk with
reporters on his arrival here, but
Chris Moncrieff, chief political
correspondent of Britain's Press
Association, accompanied Pym on
the flight and said the diplomat
"now believes it is virtually impossible for the crisis to be resolved without a shot being fired.
"He has told close friends ...
that he thinks the crunch will
come in days rather than weeks,"
Moncrieff said.
In Buenos Aires, Argentine
Foreign Minister Nicanor Costa
Mendez told a British Broadcasting Corp. interviewer the
chance of war over the Falklands
was "half and half." He said the
main obstacle to peaceful settlement is which country's flag
would fly over the islands 250
miles off Argentina's southern
...„ ,
_
coast.
Costa Mendez was due later today in Washington, where the
Organization of American States
scheduled% meeting Monday.
The Times of London said Costa
Mendez was taking a fresh Argentine peace plan. The Times said
details would be made known to
the British government -within
the next few days" but were not
expected to shift Argentina's position that it owns the islands.
The liberal Guardian
newspaper reported the government had set a Monday deadline
for resolving the Falklands
dispute by diplomacy. The paper
said that is the day the Foreign Office will make its final appeal to
the estimated 17,000 Britons in
Argentina to leave.

through May 15 to: Kentucky
.bepartment for Human
Resources, Bureau for Health Services, 275 E. Main, Frankfort, Ky.
40621. A summary of all written
and oral comments,along with the
preliminary funding plans, will be
submitted to the state General
Assembly.
A total of five public hearings
are scheduled throughout the
state.

Daylight-savings
to begin tonight
WASHINGTON
AP)1
—
Americans will be adding
another item to their bedtime
routines tonight — setting their
clocks and watclaes ahead an
hour for daylight-savings time.
Officially, the annual rite of
spring takes place at 2 a.m.
Sunday, except in Arizona,
Hawaii and the Eastern-time
areas of Indiana — jurisdictions that do not participate in
daylight-savings time.
People losing an hour's sleep
tonight will be able to reclaim it
the last Sunday in October
when clocks are set back an
hour to return to standard time.

Budget negotiators seek methods
to hold down deficit with taxes, cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Negotiators for the White House
and Congress seeking to hold the
1983 federal deficit below $100
billion are working on a general
plan for spending cuts and increased taxes totaling $83 billion
to $87 billion, sources say.
The most difficult questions —
which taxes to raise and by how
much and Which programs to cut
and by how much — would be
- fought on the floor- of the House
and Senate instead of agreed to in
',advance by the administration
and congressional leaders, the
sources say.
Efforts to work out a detailed
bipartisan budget compromise
ended this week when negotiators

reached an impasse on proposals
to cut Social Security and
Democrats'demands for a change
in the 10-percent personal income
tax cut scheduled for 1983.
White House officials and
members of Congress have now
turned their attention to a less
specific plan that envisions a
budget deficit of between $95
billion and $99 billion next.. year,•
eccording to sources.
"They're' still hung up on the
toughest subjects," a congressional source said late Friday
after the latest round of secret
budget talks at the White House
failed to produce agreement
"They've made up their minds
that they'll reach •X' conclusion
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CRAFT SALE — Anne Kelly Bolin, one of the co-chairpersons of
this year's Charity Ball, helps students in the Adult Mentally Handicapped Clam make crafts which are being sold to the public today
until 4:30 at the Calloway County Public Library. The Charity Ball
will be June 5 in the University Center.
Staff photo by Kate A. Reeves
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and they'll keep negotiating until
they reach that conclusion," said
the source, who asked not to be
quoted by name.
Another negotiating session was
scheduled for Sunday afternoon.
According to a worksheet obtained by The Associated Press,
the negotiators are considering an
outline that would produce a
deficit of between $66 billion and
$73 billion in 1984 and between /24
billion and $35 billion in 1985.
Without spending cuts 'and
higher taxes, the deficits would be
$182 billion in 1983, $216 billion in
1984 and $233 billion in 1985, according to the worksheet.
The document assumes higher
(Continued On Page 2)
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UT-Martin coach Tolis resigns
after acquittal on shoplifting
HICKMAN, Ky. AP) — Art
Tolls, cleared of charges he
shoplifted a bottle of liquor, has
resigned, effective today, as
basketball coach at the University
of Tennessee-Martin.
"I would like to stay but I
believe the university never really
supported me on this thing," Tolis
said Friday afternoon after a fivewoman, one-man jury in Fulton
County District Court acquitted
him on the shoplifting charge.
"Maybe they had their reasons for
never really supporting me. But I
always thought you were innocent
until you re orol, guilty."
Tolis, 46, came to UT-Martin in
1980 after six years as an assistant
to Dale Brown at Louisiana State
University. He said he had job offers as an assistant coach at LSU,
Alabama, Utah and Utah State.
Tolis had been on a paid leave of
absence from UT-Martin since the
end of the basketball season.
It had been rumored that Tolis
would resign or be fired after the
trial, but the basketball coach said
Friday that he was not being forced out of the job. UT-Martin of-
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WORLD CHAMPION TO APPEAR — Threat's Black Power,owned by Sid Maddux of Cookeville, E.B. Tanner of Union City and Ken Schrum of Cape Giradeau, will appear at the Kentucky Charity Horse Show May 1.
This stallion has won titles in some of the most important walking horse shows including World Grand Champion Three-Year-Old, World Grand Champion Four-Year-Old Stallion, Grand Champion at the Montgomery
Southern Championship twice, the National Walking Horse Trainers' Show, the Mississippi State Charity
Horse Show,the Cotton Harvest Classic, the Columbia Spring Jubilee, the Celebration Spring Fun Show plus
countless blue ribbon tributes from the nation's top one-night showcases. Showtime will be 7:30 p.m. April 30
and May 1 at the West Kentucky Livestock and Expositi,v( Center on College Farm Road.

Struggle to evacuate Israelis
from Yamit ends;town leveled
YAMIT, Occupied Sinai(AP) —
The evacuatioA of Yamit was a
nightmare Israeli-style. Israeli
civilians were urging Israeli
soldiers to disobey orders. Troops
wrestled with people screaming
patriotic slogans. Israeli
bulldozers leveled a town built to
protect Israel.
"The greatest author would not
be able to write a scene like this.
It's more than surrealistic — it's
beyond human imagination," said

Senior breakfast
scheduled at MSU
The Faculty/Staff Senior
Breakfast, a 44-year-old springtime tradition at Murray State
University, is scheduled Tuesday,
April 27, in the University Center.
December, 1981, graduates, as
well as graduating seniors in May
and August, will be the guests of
honor at the annual breakfast
from 8 to 9:30 a.m. in the banquet
room on the upper level of the
center.
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
chairman of the Department of
Journalism and Radio-Television,
and Robert Valentine, director of
forensics, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Retired faculty and staff will
also be welcomed at the
breakfast.
Music for the occasion will be
provided by the outstanding male
and female graduating seniors in
music — Lisa Hussung of Crofton
and Wayne Pope of French
Village, Mo.
Classes will be dismissed until
9:30 a.m. on the date of the
breakfast.

Herut Altshuler, a former
literature teacher who had come
to the Sinai Desert town from her
home in a Tel Aviv suburb.
Yamit is on the northern edge of
the last section of Sinai that the
Israelis are to turn back to Egypt
on Sunday under terms of the
Camp David accords. Israeli
troops spent three days evicting
about 2,000 ultra-nationalist squatters who believe the Sinai is part
of the biblical land of Israel. The
struggle ended Friday when the
last group was hauled out of an
air-raid shelter.
Mrs. Altshuler said she and her
two daughters, ages 16 and 24,
came "to defend the land of Israel
for our children and grandchildren." She said she was angry
that army officers were used to
evacuate squatters. "I am deeply
ashamed, and more than disappointed, that those boys, many of
them my former pupils, will do
what they are told," she said the
night before the evacuation began
Wednesday.
She left Yamit on Wednesday
afternoon along with her
daughters, one of whom was
among activists who shouted in-

sults and threw sand and bottles at
the 5,000 troops who carried out
the evictions.
Yamit was founded in 1974, intended to serve as a buffer between the Sinai and the heavily
Arab-populated Gaza Strip to the
north. At its peak, about 2,500
Israelis lived in Yamit's compact
apartments and houses, bordered
with hibiscus bushes and bright
flowerbeds.

Before you dig,
see what may be
under the ground
Spring is the time to start a
garden. But, before gardeners
begin, they should make a phone
call.
Murray residents digging holes
for gardens, fence posts, swimming pools or new house foundations
may accidently cut underground
utility lines. And severed lines
mean phone service, electric
power or other utilities may be out
at your house or a number of
houses in your neighborhood.
"To prevent interruptions in
electric, gas, water or telephone
service, diggers should call the
Kentucky Underground Utility
Protection Center," said Marvin
Orgill, district manager. Personnel at the center will locate any
underground lines of houses on
your property.
-The center has been nicknamed BUD to remind you to call
Before U Dig," he said. BUD's
toll-free number is 1-800-752-6007.
Contractors should also call this
number before digging or
blasting.

Squires to meet
Tuesday, 1 p.m.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet at 1 p.m. Tuesday
in the office of Judge-Executive
George Weaks in the Calloway
County Courthouse.
During the meeting, the proposed sewer project for the Dexter
community will be discussed.
Fiscal court meetings are open to
the public.

GRAND
REGISTER FOR
FREE GIFTS
To Be Given Away
Every Hour During
Our Grand Opening

50 Gift
Certificates
Given Away
Every Day

We WM Be Open
Until 8:00 Every Night
And 1:005:00 Sunday

OPENING

witnesses said there was a bulge
in Tolls' left pant-leg near his
ankle.
Bushart said he tried to keep
Tolis from leaving, but the coach
pushed him away, left the store
and drove away.
Bushart and his two employees
testified that they never saw Tolis
hide a bottle under his pant-leg.
Tolis testified that the bulge in
his p.:_nt-leg was caused by his
wallet. He said he had been robbed three times and because of that
he carries his wallet in his sock.
On the day of the incident, Tolls
said he was carrying $500 in cash
because he was going on a
recruiting trip.
Tolis' lawyers caned a host of
character witnesses, including
Brown, the ISU coach, and Ron
Greene of Murray State University.
Marvin West, sports editor of
the Knoxville News-Sentinal;
Dick Davies, manager of the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. plant
in Union City, Tenn.; a Union City
minister; and Tolls' wife, Julie,
also testified for the defense.

Budget:..

State prison employees file
damage suit againstlawyers

•

•

ficials had no comment.
"They didn't pressure me to
quit," Tolis said. "But they told
me that 20 percent of the people,
regardless of the outcome, are going to think I'm guilty...I'm sorry
all this happened. My biggest
regret is that starting (today),
won't be the head basketball
coach at the University of Tennessee at Martin."
It took the jury two hours to find
Tolis innocent of the shoplifting
charge, a misdemeanor which
carried a maximum penalty of a
year in jail and a $500 fine.
"There have been a lot of times
we could have thrown in the
sponge," Tolis said. "But I didn't.
I knew I wasn't guilty of these
charges."
Jim Bushart, owner of Highway
51 Liquors, accused Tolls in a warrant of shoplifting a liter bottle of
Black Velvet blended whiskey
worth $8.80 on Sept.25.
Bushart and two of his
employees testified Friday that
they saw Tolis take a bottle from a
shelf, bend over behind a liquor
display, then stand up and walk
toward the door. The prosecution

EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Three officers at the Kentucky
State Penitentiary have filed a
$175,000 damage suit that charges
malicious prosecution on the part
of four lawyers.
According to thesuit, filed Friday in Lyon Circuit Court, the four
lawyers represented penitentiary
inmates who tried to get the officers fired for alleged brutality
and harassment bf prisoners.
The officers — Maj. Robert G.
Hendricks, Capt. William E.
Henderson and Capt. Bill D.
Ashley — also contended in the
suit that the lawyers tried to "continue civil litigation...without probably cause and with malice."
Named as defendants in the suit
were Louisville lawyers Oliver
Barber, Thomas J. Banaszynski
and Patricia Walker and
Nashville, Tenn., lawyer Richard
H. Burr III.
The case stems from a 1976
class-action suit by inmates that
led to a sweeping federal court
order last year for major changes

(Continued From Page 1)
taxes of $25 billion in 1983 and a
total of $110 billion over three
years, a figure said to represent
the amount White House
negotiators are willing to agree to.
But sources, who asked not to be
identified, maintained that
Democrats are demanding even
larger tax increases to reduce the
deficits further, although the
worksheet mentions nothing about
that
: ,
The worksheet apparently
assumes no cuts in Social Security
cost-of-living qdjustments. But it
does envision that Congress will
save $10 billion in 1983 and between $38 billion and $44 billion the
next three years through adoption
of as-yet-unknown recommendations by a bipartisan study commission examining Social Security.
Without those changes, the
deficit would be above $100 billion
in the 1983 fiscal year beginning
next Oct. 1, according to the
worksheet. The commission on
Social Security is not expected to
issue a report until the end of the
year.

in the state's prison system. U.S.
District Judge Edward Johnstone
ruled last Nov.12 that inmates had
been mistreated by guards, but
did not call for the firing of the
three officers.
The latest suit stems from an
appeal by the four lawyers topve
the case reopened so a court could
consider firing the officers.
Claims made in a lawsuit present only one side of the case.

City school board
to meet Tuesday
The Murray Independent Board
of Education will meet at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, April 27, at the board of
education office at 814 Poplar.
Items on the agenda include
personnel; consideration of certified salary schedule, extra service pay and travel allowance;
correspondence; and activity
report, according to Robert Glin
Jeffrey, superintendent.

el)HEALTH
Epilepsy drug controversy
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
noticed in one of your columns you told a young woman who has epilepsy that she
could have normal children.
You should have told her
that Dilantin causes birth
defects.
I had two healthy children
and then began taking Dilantin and then wondered if it
would cause birth defects.
Eventually I contacted a
doctor doing research on the
"Dilantin Baby."
Nine weeks into my pregnancy, my husband and I
decided to abort. As it
turned out, death had
already occurred. Some of
the side effects of Dilantin
are cleft palate, strabismus
(crossed eyes), severe heart
lesions and many others.
Perhaps you should comment on this.
DEAR READER - I
received several letters
from women who misunderstood my comment about
epileptics having children.
In the past there was
much misinformation about

the likelihood of a person
with epilepsy having children with epilepsy. In some
states, epileptics were forbidden to marry. This is living in the dark ages.
Even if one parent has
epilepsy, the chance that the
couple will have a child with
epilepsy is as low as 25 to 50
per 1,000 births. The chance
is even lower if neither parent has epilepsy despite a
history of someone in the
family having it. And parents with no family history
of epilepsy sometimes have
a child with this problem.
Now for Dilantin, the different investigators at topnotch universities do not
agree on the interpretation
of available data. Just as
some totally healthy mothers will give birth to children with birth defects, so
do some women taking
Dilantin.- In your case, you
do not know if the Dilantin
caused the problem' or if it
would have occurred
anyway.

I think there is enough evidence to think that Dilantin
may indeed cause this problem, even though many
mothers taking it have had
normal babies. Mental
development may be a problem.
But I must warn that no
woman taking this medicine
or other anticonvulsant
should stop it abruptly. That
may cause life-threatening
problems, such as status
epilepticus. In regard to
medicines to control convulsions and pregnancy, rely on
your doctor for guidance in
your particular case.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 10-8,
Epilepsy: You Can Have It
Too. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have arthritis of the hips and
am to drink four glasses of
milk daily. Someone told me

STARTS WEDNESDAY

that if I don't drink raw
milk, the four glasses won't
do any good because heat
destroys the calcium. Is that
true?
Also, I bought a bottle of
calcium capsules. A nurse
read the ingredients and said
that a certain ingredient was
lacking so they wouldn't do
me any good. Could that be
true?
DEAR READER — Maybe you should start listening
to your doctor. It is completely false that heating
milk will destroy the calcium. If done properly, beating will destroy germs that
might cause diseases but it
won't destroy calcium or
other important nutrients of
Milk.
The absence of an ingredient is not likely to prevent
absorption of calcium. The
presence of some ingredients will do so because they
bind with the calcium in the
intestine. Vitamin D and
parathyroid hormone from
your own parathyroid gland
do influence calcium absorption.

Special Non -Advertised
Promotions Every Day
During Grand Opening
Week In Both Depts.

Open House And Grand Opening Of The Newly Rennovated Addition Of Corn Austin — Now The Largest Men's and Boys Specialty Shop In A 4-State Area.
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southern seen

Postal plans
aren't falling
into place

A kindly lady in Louisville, Kentucky, several years back gave me
a hymnal, which I've treasured,
but perhaps for reasons other than
hers for giving it.
Bound in brown tooled calfskin,
the hymnal is about two inches
wide and four inches long, and
about two inches thick. It is 552
pages long, and it contains 606
hymns. Its cover says only
Methodist Hymns, but the titlepage
elaborates this into "A Collection
of Hymns for the Use of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, Principally from the Collection of The
Rev. John Wesley, M.A., Late of
Lincoln College, Oxford," quotes
Psalm 104:33 and I Corinthians
14:15, and identifies the publisher
as J. Emory and E. Waugh,and the
printer as J. Collord, all of New
York. The book was printed in 1829,
and my copy once belonged to Rev.
Jacob Ditzler and to Mary M.
Ditzler and then to Anna C. Cox.
I have always suspected I received it as a practical joke. It was well
known in a little church I was serving one summer that I couldn't
carry a tune, and this tiny package
that fits so well into the palm of a
hand or into a coat pocket provided
over six hundred I could now carry.
The hyilins are carefully grouped
into sections, under headings such
as "Penitential," "Prospect of
Heaven," "The Christn's Warfare," and — my personal favorite
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— "Backsliding" (Hymns 82 to
touch.
102).
When I touch the book, visions of
The number of hymns and
plain-suited circuit riders and fronamount of faith packed into such a
tier women in homespun dresses
wee volume is all out of proportion
and bonnets come to mind. How
to the book's size. I may not know
many generations has such faith
the answer to the theologians'
outlived, and through how many
favorite question of how many
hands has it been passed? Where is
angels you can get on the head of a
it bound from here? Will its conpen, but I have some idea, from
tainers shrink to a microdot or a
this hymnal, how many words of
microfiche card? Can any compraise can come off the point of a
puter retrieval system be designed
pen.
to be as efficient as this book in brFaith is always so surprising
inging it instantly to hand?
when it comes in such unexpected
Mine is only one of many such
small packages. Maybe Jesus
volumes. My wife has one the same
wasn't surprised to spot little Zacsize, an Episcopal hymnal and
chaeus up in the tree, but I'm
Book of Common Prayer printed in
always surprised at the immense
1907 and presented to her mother,
amount of faith that comes out of
out in Montana, in 1911. When one
little-known people, little
multiplies our two books by all the
crossroads churches, and little
hymnals, Bibles, sermons, interfootpump church organs. Maybe
pretative lessons, and testimonials
one thing my little hymnal teaches
in print, the sheer magnitude of
is that folks who have or want very
faith is crushing, even as it is upliflittle of a material nature have to
ting.
have•ft mighty big faith.
The impressiveness grows even
The little hymnal also tells me
weightier when one realizes how
that faith is something transporlittle was in written form until
table. Here are hundreds of hymns
Gutenberg's press came along. For
"Late of Lincoln College, Oxford,"
centuries the records and writings
probably written in the late 18th watv•Teee kept in Middle East libraries
Century, that worked their way to
and European monasteries. That
New York for printing in 1829, and
they survived is amazing grace
then moved west across another
itself, but that they proliferated
century to wind up in my hand in
around the world in the last five
Kentucky. Other hands have carcenturies to the extent they have
ried them to me, for the leather is
only enhances the drama of it all.
worn smooth and is soothing to the
The use of the press is part of the

total impressiveness.
The putting of faith into print was
not the only effect caused by the
printing press. An even greater effect was what it did to promote
literacy. In order for people to be
able to understand what was written, they first had to be able to
read. As late as 1800 in America,
only about ten percent of the people
could read — and only about ten
percent were church members. In
a nation that emphasized the individual's freedom to think, speak,
and worship as the individual
pleased and that was suspicious of
authorities who acted for individuals — as George III could
testify — literacy became more
than a vehicle to status. It became
the protector of the individual's
freedom and the instrument for his
own unmediated encounter with
faith.
With freedom came mobility,
and the little hymnals and pocket
Bibles allowed people to take their
faith with them quickly and lightly.
The books themselves were not
faith, but the carrying of them was
evidence of it.
As for fa ith,itself, it is c:.--ked "the
substance of things hoped for, the
evidence of things not seen." My
little hymnal and its millions of
counterparts are reminders of all
the things hoped for by countless
people, and are strong evidence of
things not seen.

today
in history
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looking back in Murray's past
Ten years ago
Murray State University's Board
of Regents had approved a general
fund expenditure of $14,563,114 for
1972-73 fiscal year, according to Dr.
Harry L. Sparks, president.
Sandra Hargrove, senior at
Calloway County High School, had
been awarded a scholarship by Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Hargrove.

Thirty years ago
Members of Murray Police Department were A.H. Webb, chief, 011ie
Warren, Novel McReynolds, M.O.
Page, Charlie Marr, Rob Lamb,
James Brown and O.D. Warren.
The Girl Scouts of Murray were
selling cookies, according to Mrs.
H.B. Bailey, cookie sales chairman.

Twenty years ago
Eddie Grogan, Mary Beth Bazzell,
Marsha Hendon, Carolyn Murdock
and Linda Henry, Calloway County 4H Club members, were to participate
in District Rally May 12 at Carlisle
County High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Dumas Stark of Rt. 4
were to celebrate their 50th wedding

Forty years ago
War conditions had made it impossible for Division of Rural
Highways to engage in construction
projects this year, according to Commissioner Cecil T. Williams.
Typis4 were needed April 27 by
Local Selective Service Board to help
register the 1,765 men, ages 45 to 64,

anniversary on May 6.

thoughts in season
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by lorry mcgehee

Writer asks a tough questionWhat is bigger than its container?

These aren't the best of times for the U.S. Postal
Service by any stretch of the imagination.
Things just haven't been falling in place as planned. The latest setback involves the grandiose hopes
the agency projected for the new electronic mail
service. It predicted a fist-year volume of 20 million
letters.
The Postal Service will have to make a tremendous turnabout if it is to get within a country mile of
its original goal. In the fist three months, only
81,973 computerized messages were transmitted.
That certainly isn't a moneymaking tempo. At that
rate of 27,324 per month, the year-long total would
add up to 327,892 electronic letters — a long way
from 1 ninon let alone 20 million.
The new service includes 25 specially equipped
post offices around the country but the tiny volume
certainly won't overwork anyone except taxpayers,
who will be called on to subsidize the electronic
operation if business doesn't improve dramatically.
Last year the Postal Service ran up a deficit of
nearly $588 million, is biggest since 1977. Postal officials were quick to place the blame for the loss on
reductions in subsidy funds and delays in raising
postage rates.
There's a lesson for the Postal Service in its computerized mail setback: The agency is no match
when it comes to competing with private enterprise. Its loss of business in parcel post proves that
point. With the monopoly of the mails, the agency
should concentrate its efforts on improving regular
mailbox service and increasing efficiency to keep
rates down.

When you finish reading your daily newspaper,
your habit might be to tune in a favorite program on
public radio or television. Make the most of it, while
you can. The Reagan administration's budget
policies threaten the very survival of public broadcasting.
There is more involved than budget cuts. The administration also apparently wants to abandon the
principle of "insulated funding" by which Congress
makes advance appropriations to the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting to shield it from political
interference and to guarantee continuity in program production.
Congress has already taken heavy whacks at the
CPS budget. Appropriations are $172 million for this
fiscal year and $137 million for 1983. However, the
administration wants to cut the 1983 allotment to
$116.5 million and make even deeper cuts for 1984
through 1986.
Federal funds account for only about 27 percent of
public broadcasting's support, but it is a vital 27
percent. The money makes it possible to
"leverage" additional support from the private sector. In that regard, the administration's proposals
are particularly bitter for National Public Radio. It
is seeking to build up sufficient private contributions to become financially independent of the
federal government by 1986, after which NPR's
share of federal money would be allocated to local
stations. That's good Reagan theory, but putting it
into practice requires time and stability in federal
funding now.
As for "insulated funding," that's an important
shield against political interference with programming. When public broadcasting's budget is subjected to constant assaults, programming decisions
may be made with an eye to pleasing politicians.
The ability to constantly tamper with appropriations may permit members of Congress or a president to force off the air a program to which they object.
The proposed budget actions threaten the breadth
and quality of public broadcasting, which presents
such a rich diversity as, for example, economic
philosophies ranging from those of Milton Friedman to John Kenneth Galbraith. It is public brodcasting that fosters informed daily discussion of
public issues on the "MacNeil-Lehrer Report" and
"All Things Considered."
No agency is beyond some judicious budget pruning. But, in the case of public brodcasting, the
budgetary knife is carving away at muscle and
heart.
(Reprinted by permission of The Milwaukee
Journal)
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In the days bet ore all data had to be
By Ken Wolf
counted in order to be credible, the
Is there any way to settle the congreat German social scientist Max
flict between those who say our lives
Weber (1864-1920) wrote:
are movtivated by ideals and those
Not ideas, but material and
who say that we act on1S; out of
• • ideal interests directly govern
material self-interest?
man's conduct. Yet very freSome Marxists and mane social
:
quently the world images
scientists appear to believr mtg.in
which have been created by
that reality which can be Sei-n, touchideas have, like' switches,
ed or measured and quantified. Ideas
determined the tracks along
are elusive, arid even questionnaires
with action has been pushed by
which 1:,scientificalty..sainpk," our
the dynamics of interest
opinions are not always trastworthy.
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in Calloway County for the war draft.
Local tobacco market closed April
:7 after a total of 4,968,855 pounds had
been sold for $627.958.18 for an
average of $12.64 per hundred on the
three Murray loose leaf floors.
Angie Dean Myers was valedictorian and Anne Frances Miller was
salutatorian of 1942 graduating class
of Kirksey High School.
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of Confederacy was host
for First District Convention April 18
at Murray Woman's Club House, according to Mrs. H.C. Corn, chapter
president.
Fifty years ago
The Bank of Murray and First National Bank, both of Murray, the
Dees Bank of Hazel and Hardin Bank
had followed the example of hundreds of banks throughout Kentucky
by limiting withdrawals of deposits
as of April 20, 1932, to five percent a
month.
Murray State College had broken
all previous records with an enrollment of 1,118 for the spring semester.
A contract for construction of a
building at Lynn Grove High School
was let April 23, according to M.O.
Wrather, superintendent of Calloway
County Schools. The school building
recently had been destroyed by fire.
Hunter Love, had purchased
photographic slit/die of R.A. MiTs
Ju
Ira Smith had spokek
meeting of Murray Business and Professional Women's Club at club
room; 4teronling to Mrs It
Pollard, president.
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Today is Saturday, April 24, the
114th day of 1982. There are 251 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 24, 1898, Spain declared
war on the United States after receiving a U.S. ultimatum to withdraw
from Cuba.
On this date:
In 1967, Soviet Cosmonaut
Vladimir Komarov was killed when
the parachute straps of his
spacecraft got tangled during his landing attempt.
In 1969, Jordan's Premier Rashid
Karami resigned in a dispute over his
government's restrictions on Palestinian guerrillas.
In 1970, China launched its first
Earth satellite.
And in 1971, Soviet cosmonauts
linked up with an unmanned Earth
satellite prior to an attempt to build
the world's first orbiting space
laboratory.
Ten years ago: Communist forces
launched a major offensive that sent
South Vietnamese troops retreating
in the Central Highlands.
Five years ago: A team of
American experts arrived in Norway
to repair an off-shore well blowout
that was pouring millions of gallons
of oil into the North Sea.
One year ago: As promised, President Reagan ended the 15-month-old
curbs on U.S. grain exports to the
Soviet Union.
Today's birthday: Singer Barbra
Streisand is 40 years old.
Thought for today: A feeble body
weakens the mind. — Jean Rousseau,
French philosopher (1712-1778).
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datebook
Army4.Jnit meeting planned
A meeting of Service Unit Committee of The
Salvation Army will be Tuesday at noon at Pagliai's
Restaurant. William Edward Laity, community
relations director, Louisville, will be present.

Tennis group plans play
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Kay Ray,
Janie Ryan, Leisa Faughn and Laura Miller; Court
Two — Ruth Pickens, Judy Latimer, Barbara
Malinauskas and Cathy Young; Court Three —
Cathy Mattis, Vicki Baker, Annie Knight and Agnes
Payne; Court Four — Marilyn Adkins, Sandy Brannon, Vicki Miller and Gaye Haverstock. Substitutes
will be Lana Smith, Sheila Grogan, Ann Uddberg,
Janice Howe, Nancy Fandrich, Norma Frank and
Frances Hulse.

Beginning group will play
Group D of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club. This is the
beginning group of lady tennis players of the club.

Discussion group will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet
Monday, May 3, at 7 p.m. instead of April 26, at the
Calloway Public Library.
Philis Alvic will be the leader for the discussion of
the book, So Human An Animal, by Rene Dubos.
Any person who has read the book may take part in
the discussion.

Persons dismissed
Local persons recently disinissed from Western'
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, were Ola Morris and
Bolan Conoley of Murray.

Patient transferred
Mrs. Rozelle Myers has been transferred from intensive care unit to Room 502, Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. She is recuperating from
open heart surgery.

today

Holland-Brubaker wedding plinned
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy R.
Holland of Benton announce the engagement
of their elder daughter,
Elizabeth May, to Mark
Neil Brubaker, son of Dr.
and Mrs. David Brubaker
of Pensacola,Fla.
Miss Holland is a 1976
graduate of Marshall
County High School and a
graduate of Murray State
University. She attended
graduate school at the
University of Kentucky
and presently is
employed by Arkansas
Eastman in Batesville,
Ark.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dallas Holland of Murray
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Claud Rowland, also
of Murray.
Mr. Brubaker also is
employed by Arkansas
Eastman in Batesville.
He is a 1971 graduate of
Pensacola George Stone
High School and of Pensacola Junior College.
His grandparents are
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Feiereisen of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and
of Mrs. David R.
Brubaker and the late
Mr. Brubaker 44_,Cedar
Rapids. .
- The „wedding will -15esolemnized Saturday,
June 19, at 7 p.m. at
Christian Fellowship
Church, Briensburg. A
reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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Bargain Matinees
Sat. and Sun.
2:00 Cheri
and (ine'
AII Seats 51.50

got $10 — or $20?" This
happens all the time.
The funny part of it is
the way everybody fights
to accommodate him.
You'd think it was an
honor to give this
millionaire money.
Far as I know, he's
never made any attempt
to pay anybody back. I
gave him $20 once, and
that was the end of it.
My question: Should I
remind him that he owes
me $20?
P.O.'D IN PALM SPRINGS
DEAR P.O.'D: Go
ahead. And when you do,
he'll probably turn to
somebody else and say,
"Anybody got $20?"
•••
DEAR ABBY: My husband died suddenly of a
massive heart attack
three weeks ago. He was
only 49 and was never
sick a day in his life. It
was a terrible blow to me
and our four children.
Last week my
daughter, who just turned
18, came to me and said
she wanted to get married to the boy she has
been going with for nearly two years.
I never knew marriage

was on her mind and
thought maybe she missed her dad and wanted to
get married so she would
have someone to lean on.
Then she told me she had
to get married! (The
baby is due in six months.) I am in shock over
this. I like the boy, but
he's only 19 and going to
college.
They have to get married as soon as possible,
but I wonder what kind of
wedding I should put on in
view of the circumstances. She wants a
church wedding.
DOUBLE TROUBLE
DEAR TROUBLE:
Talk to your clergyman
and let him guide you.
Your daughter can have a
lovely church wedding,
but since you are in mourning and she is pregnant,
bold it down to a quiet,
dignified family affair
with only very close
friends.
•••
DEAR ABBY: A few
years ago you printed "A
Mother -in -Law's
Prayer." I thought it wa:
hilarious and read it at a
bridal shower. Everyone
loved it. I've lost my only
copy. Please run it again.

coettral contew 713-3314

at office

NEW YORK POST
FAN
DEAR FAN: With
pleasure. Here it is:
A Mother-INLaw's Prayer
0, Lord, help me to be
glad when my son ( or
daughter) picks a mate.
If he brings home a girl
with two heads, help me
to love both of them
equally. And when my
son says,'Mom, I want to
get married,'forbid that I
should blurt out: 'How far
along is she?'

"And please, Lord, help
m-e-- to. get through the
wedding preparations
with out a squabble with
the 'other side.' And drive
from my mind the belief
that had my child waited
a while, she or he could
have done better.
-Dear Lord, remind
me daily that when I
become a grandmother,
my children ,don't want
any advice on how to
raise their children any
more than I did when I

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.
•

Monday,April 21
Murray Lions Club
Bulb and Broom Sale will
be conducted at homes
and businesses.
Gregg Smith Singers
will present a concert at 8
p . m . in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University. This is
sponsored by Murray
Civic Music Assn.

Third night of evening
of one-act plays by Community Theatre will be at
8 p.m. at Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County
Park.

Blood River Baptist
Association WMU will
meet at 7 p.m. at Salem
Baptist Church.

Open house will be
from 10 a.m. to noon and 1
to 3 p.m. by Department
of Nursing in Mason Hall,
Murray State University.

Fashion Show,
"Fashions For 80's,"
sponsored by Murray
Hairdressers, will be at 7
p.m. at University
Center, Murray State
University.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 9:30
a.m. at club house.

Tuesday, April 27
Murray Squa-A-Naders
Murray Lions Club will
will dance from 8 to 10:30
p.m. at Woodmen of continue its bulb and
broom sale in Murray.
World Hall.
Eva Wall Mission
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8 Group of Memorial Bapp.m. in western portion of tist Church will meet at 11
Buren
Livestock and Exposition a.m.at church.
Van
Abigail
By
Center.
was raising mine.
Bethel Baptist Bible
"If you will help me to
and sale, Study will meet at 6 p.m.
display
Craft
do these things, perhaps
by Murray at home of Michael Cunnmy children will find me sponsored
will be from ingham, Utterback Road.
Anns,
Rotary
a joy to be around, and
to 4:30 p.m. at
a.m.
9
maybe I won't have to
Friendship Classof
Public Library.
write a 'Dear Abby'letter Calloway
Art Guild, 103 Westside Baptist Church
Murray
complaining about my
North Sixth St., will be will meet at 7 p.m. at
children neglecting me."
open to the public from 9 home of Carolyn Carroll.
•••
4 p.m.
Getting married? a.m. to
Tau Phi Lambda
Whether you want a forRoaring 50's and 60's Sorority of Woodmen of
mal church wedding or a Party is scheduled at
World will meet at 7 p.m.
simple, "do-your-own- Murray Country Club.
WOW Hall with
at
thing" ceremony, get Aband AnnSaraAlexander
25
April
Sunday,
by's new booklet. Send $1
hostesses.
as
spann
banMother-Daughter
plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped (37 quet by First
Murray TOPS (take off
cents) envelope to: Abby, Presbyterian Church
sensibly) Club
Wedding Booklet, P.O. Women will be at 6 p.m. pounds
at 7 p.m. at
meet
will
church.
at
Box 38923, Hollywood,
Center.
Health
Calif. 90038.
Cub Scout Pack 76 of
North Calloway ElemenAlcoholics Anonymous
tary School will have its will meet at 8 p.m. at
Pinewood Derby from 2 western portion of
to 4 p.m. at Murray- Livestock and Exposition
cole slaw, two slices of Calloway County Park.
Center.
bread, butter, orange,
Murray Woman's Club
milk,coffee or tea.
Faculty-staff Senior
Wednesday — fried will have reception comchicken, mashed memorating 75th an- Breakfast of Murray
potatoes, green beans, niversary of club from 2 State University will be
from 8 to 9:30 a.m. in banhot roll, butter, banana, to 4 p.m. at club house.
quet room of University
milk, coffee or tea.
Center.
Ivan
for
Reception
Thursday — steak
fingers with onion gravy, Wilson watercolor exhibiSenior Citizens centers
bean salad, fruit salad, tion will be from 1:30 to 3
hot roll, butter, pineapple p.m. at Wrather West will be open as follows:
upside down cake, Kentucky Museum at Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
pineapple, milk, coffee or Murray StateVniversity. Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
tea.
Ensemble
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
from
Stubblefield
Friday — westen
omelet, hash browns, will present a free contomato wedges, biscuit, cert at 3 p.m. at Universibutter, apple cobbler, ap- ty Center, Murray State
WINSTON-SALEM,
ple, milk, coffee or tea. t University.
N.C. — No matter how
healthy the diet, constant
social stress still can lead
to a higher risk of heart
disease and related _problems, a new study indicates.
Beginning 26 Thru May 2
Dr. Jay R. Kaplan, an
Brother Randy Shelton
assistant professor of
Evangelist
comparative medicine at
Bowman Gray School of
From Olive Baptist Church
•••
Medicine, says a
Special guile Fitch Night
research team found
monkeys fed a low-fat,
At 1:30
diet still
low-cholesterol
Leader
Song
Gellhoore
Brother Ron
of
high
incidences
had
Pianist
Pam Jones
heart disease and harden• •
ing of the arteries if they
Pastor Brother Billy Galiimore
were in groups Whose
And Church Invites PIA&
hierarchy changed
social
Chord termed Off $t3 Acres, hem knell Cemetery
frequently.

Nutrition program releases menus
Nutrition Program for
the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels menus for week of
April 26-30 have been
released by Tripp Thurman, director of MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis

Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — beef and
noodles, green peas, sliced carrots, hot roll, butte', Liiocuiate brownie,
tangerine, milk, coffee or
tea.
Tuesday — pimento
cheese sandwich, franks
in bar-b-que sauce,
french fried mushrooms,

Organize your thoughts about the big day with a
WELCOME WAGON Engaged Girl call As the
WELCOME WAGON Representative. I have some
lovely free gifts for you and good advice from bridal
experts on how to make your wedding the kind
you've always wanted
Call now and let me help you get ready to be a
beautiful bride

likkome4-5ok
Kathryn--Ouiland 753-3071
- Hostesses
Ingeborg King (Asst.)492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst.) 753-5570
First Feature Repeated

Saturday, April 24
"Friends of FreedHardeman Potluck Dinner" will be at 8:30 p.m.
at Calloway County High
School cafeteria.
Junior and Senior Banquet of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
University Branch of
Bank of Murray.

Persons Between Jobs
Plant sale will be from will meet at 10 a.m. at
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Senior First Presbyterian
Citizens greenhouse, Church.
located behind St. John's
Mothers Morning Out
Episcopal Church.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Steak night and spring Christian Church.
dance will be at 7 p.m.,at
Hazel and Douglas
Oaks Country Club with Senior Citizen Centers
Krista Thompson, Karen will be open from 10 a.m.
Duncan, Karen Alex- to 2 p.m.
ander, Mariam Ferguson
and Jill Mathis in charge.
District 17 Unit I of
Western—itou-ndup and Licensed Practical
Guest Night by Christian Nurses will meet at 7
Women's Club of Murray, p.m. on third floor
Kentucky, will be at 6:30 classroom of Murrayp.m. at Murray High Calloway County
School cafeteria.
Hospital.

Elizabeth May Holland

Getting ready
to be given away?

elsoseiber144. 713-3314

Community events listed

Murray State University Alumni events will include Emeritus Club luncheon at 11:30 a.m. in
University Center; open
house for friends of 1932
class from 1 to 3 p.m. at
University Center;
round-up and barbecue at
6:30 p.m. at Livestock
and Exposition Center.

Millionaire's cash flow strictly one
DEAR ABBY: There's
a man in our club who has
so much money, I'm sure
he doesn't even know how
much he has. He's considered high society and
nobody would dare say
anything to him about
this bad habit he has, but
I think it's time
somebody did.
He never has any
money. When he needs
cash for a tip or a caddy
or whatever, he'll turn to
whoever is standing near
him and say, "Anybody
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K mart department store
celebrates anniversary

OPEN HOUSE — Calloway Countians gathered and shopped at Corn-Austin
Wednesday during its open house following renovation and expansion of the
court square clothing store. Those at the grand opening included Bob Miller and
Max Hurt(top photo) and Dr. Marshall Gordon.
Staff photos by Duane Spurlock

TROY, MICH. — K and private-label goods,
mart customers all at discount prices, and
throughout the U.S. and maintain a "satisfaction
Canada are celebrating always" policy.
the 20th anniversary of
Although the company
the first K mart discount has diversified modestly
department store with into retail-related areas,
the largest sale in K mart the primary emphasis reCorporation's history.
mains on K mart stores.
Every department of The K mart expansion
each K mart is offering program continued with
specials. During the 171 openings in 1981.
three-week sale, K mart meanwhile, K mart is
cash registers are ex- modernizing displays and
pected to ring up more freshening interiors of exthan 60 million transas isting stores to highlight
tions.
the quality of merchanThe first K mart store dise.
SUGAR MONSTERS — A group of persons at the Diet Center concerned about
opened on March 1, 1962,
K mart Corporation
teaching
nutrition are touring area grade schools. "The Sugar Monsters"(from
in a Detroit suburb, management attributes
followed that year by 17 the strength of the left Kathy Perkins, Patty Mahoney and Rhonda McClure) introduce themselves
with a skit showing children the amount of sugar they may consume in one day.
others in seven states.
organization to its people
Before 1962, the com- and personnel policies. They advise children to begin reading food product labels to see if sugar is addpany had a foothold in Company founder Sebas- ed. To schedule appearances of "The Sugar Monsters," call the Diet Center at
753-0020.
retailing through Kresge tian S. Kresge believed in
Staff photo by Kate A. Reeves
variety stores. With 777 promoting from within
units, 1961 sales were $426 based on merit. Kresge
million.
managers were tapped to
In fiscal 1981, the more Launch the K mart prothan 2,000 K mart stores gram, proving their
accounted for more than adaptability.
96 percent of K mart CorHarry B. Cunningham,
CHATTANOOGA,
Fashion Bug will be oc- presently under construcporation's revenues of chief executive of the Tenn. — Fashion
Bug, of- cupying over 6,000 square tion.
$16.5 billion. Today there company when the K fering
better quality feet of space in the center
Additional space is still
are K marts in all 48 con- mart program began, is feminine
apparel at with the very finest in available in Chestnut
tinental United States, still active on the board of moderate
prices, has an- ladies' wear and should Hills. Persons interested
Canada and Puerto Rico. directors today. Robert nounced plans
to open in be a most popular place in obtaining information
K mart serves practically E. Dewar (now chairman Chestnut
Hills Shopping to shop and browse for regarding Chestnut Hills
every large city in the of two key board commit- Center in Murray.
Murray-area women of should contact Robert
U.S. as well as many tees) guided K mart
Announcement of Mt all ages.
Moseley at CAL &
smaller communities.
through its second new location was made
"The Fashion Bug Associates, Inc., One
Reflecting changes in decade, and current, by Morris Sidewater,
store will be heavily Northgate Park, Chatlifestyles and customer Chairman Bernard M. president of Fashion
Bug stocked for juniors and tanooga, TN 37415 or
preference, merchandise Fauber was elected in and by Robert
Moseley, misses," Mr. Sidewater telephone 615/877-1151.
has been continuously 1980.
project manager for explained. "All of the apIn addition to Chestnut
refined through the
Founded in 1899 as the Chestnut Hills and parel will be offered at Hills,
CBL & Associates,
years. But the original K S. S. Kresge Company, K representative
of CBL & sensible prices and Inc., currently has three
mart philosophy is in- mart Corporation is now Associates,
Inc., moderate prices do not other projects under contact: sell a department- the second-largest developers and
owners of mean we sacrifice per- struction. These include
store range of first- general merchandise the 120,000 square-foot
sonal service."
Foothills Mall (600,000
quality national brands retailer in the U.S.
center.
Many famous national square feet) and Foothills
brands will be featured, Plaza (184,196 square
with Fashion Bug offer- feet) both in Maryfille,
ing charge accounts to its Tenn., and the J. C. Pencustomers. The stores ney Department Store
should prove a delight to (67,553 square feet) additoday's discriminating tion to Frontier Mall in
entrepreneur," Erwin
woman who seeks to be Cheyenne, WY_
said.
—
well-dressed in modern
Post Oak Mall
To contact the local
designs and easy to care (1,020,000 square feet) in
WKSBDC,interested perfor fabrics.
College Station, TX.,
sons should call or write:
The grand opening of recently held its grand
Otis H. Erwin, Director,
Chestnut Hills has been opening with four major
College of Business and
set for July 28, 1982, with department stores and
Public Affairs, Business
all stores joining in the approximately 80 other
Building 253, Murray
festivities.
stores optigng in the
State University, MurThe
plans
for
Chestnut
Phase I ()Mlle developALL SIZES
ray, Ky., 42071, (502) 762Hills Shopping Center ment.
FREE DELIVER,
2856.
call for a development of
Other announced new
approximately 120,000 developments for CBL &
NEW BUSINESS — Tommy Carrico, owner of
square feet including the Associates, Inc., include
Carrico's Super Service Station, 811 Sycamore
existing 55,522 square- the 1,000,000 square-foot
Street, is now local dealer for Ranger Buildings of
foot K mart plus a 34,364 enclosed mall in Myrtle
Dyersburg,Tenn.
square-foot J. C. Penney Beach, SC; and Jean
Department Store and Ribaut Square (235,000
approximately 15 other square feet) in Beaufort,
referrals. It is 1-800-525stores all of which are SC.
8910, extension MA 97.
The Colorado firm can
obtain buying or selling
information in all parts of
Tommy Carrico, owner month and that they
the United States through of Carrico's Super Sercome in several sizes and
a network of independent vice Station, 811 styles.
"Whatever a perreal estate brokers who Sycamore Street, is now son
wants, we can fix up
are members of Boards local dealer for Ranger for them."
Chestnyt St., Murray
of Realtors. The service Buildings of Dyersburg,
He added that delivery
Featurin6
..
is a courtesy of Kopperud Tenn.
and set up is free
Barbecue
by the pound
Realty and is free of
A variety of all- anywhere in Calloway
charge to the public.
or the whole shoulder
aluminum outbuildings County.
are available, as well as
Custom Barbecuing
Optional features
an 8 feet by 8 feet customers may choose
Burgers
greenhouse. Customers from include electrical
public speaking; Terry may choose from five col- wiring, paneling, plumbTZ Ice Cream
Bourland, second place, ors — beige, white, green, ing, carpeting and inT‘: Drive Through Window
sulated walls.
extemporaneous speak- gold or red.
For Carry-Out Service
The buildings have 4Carrico can be reached
ing; Phil Orr, third place,
Mr. FBLA; Teresa feet wide doors and sit on for more information by
Ragsdale, third place, 4-by-4 treated wood skids. calling 753-2405.
clerk typist II; and Floors of either pressed
Monica West, third place, wood or plywood are
available.
job interview.
J
• Zi\
....._ •
r
0
el
Carrico said he has
The FBLA banquet will been handling the
wealttle
buildings for about a
be May 10.

Fashion Bug to open store

Center helps small businesses
A door has been opened
for the too-often ignored
small businesses in the
West Kentucky region.
Unfortunately, too many
of these businesses are
unaware of this door.
The West Kentucky
Small Business Development Center (WKSBDC),
an affiliate of the Small
Business Administration,
offers guidance and
assistance to all small
businesses throughout
the Purchase, Pennyrile,
and Green River areas.
Through the cooperative
efforts of the University
of Kentucky andt Murray
State University, the
West Kentucky SBDC is a
welcome addition to this
part of the Commonwealth.
According to Otis Erwin, director of the new
center, a large majority
of small businesses are
unaware of the services
and opportunities that
are available, free of
charge.
"Small businesses in
this area have an unique
opportunity to take advantage of specialized
assistance offered
through our center. Unfortunately, many of
these businesses are not
aware of our program,':
Erwin said.
"The relationship between the small business
client and counselor at
the West Kentucky SBDC

is in strict confidence —
not unlike that between
an attorney and his
client, or a physician and
his patient. Because of
this confidentiality, word
has not spread that
assistance is available,”
Erwin continued.
Personalized business
consulting in such areas
as cash flow projections,
cash management, loan
application assistance,
and analysis of the
balance sheet, wth comparisons made to similar
businesses, are all free to
the small businessman.
Other areas of expertise can be found through
the professional staff at
Murray State University
and the College of
Business and Pulic Affairs, who work on a consultant basis with Erwin
and the SBDC. Such
areas include business,
law and engineering, to
mention a few.
"The main benefit of
this program is a direct
and confidential counseling service that can be
augmented by specialized analysts and consultants," stressed Erwin.
"We are here to assist
in developing and promoting opportunities for
new businesses, as well
as helping to increase
productivity of the existing small businesses,"
he continued.

The West Kentucky
SBDC stands ready to
assist anyone with problems or concerns
related to small business,
according to Erwin, or
anyone seeking advice
about the possibility of a
new business venture.
"Our door is always
open to the small
businessman or business

„so
Portable Buildings

ORSALE

Kopperud Realty joins
service as member
Kopperud Realty, 711
Main St., recently has
become a member of
Listings Unlimited, a national referral and
relocation service headquatered in Colorado.
A toll-free number is
being made available by
Kopperud Realty to
anyone needing housing
information or real estate

Tommy Carrico dealer
for Ranger buildings

T.J.'s Barbecue

FBLA students recognized
Calloway County High
School members of
Future Business Leaders
of America were
recognized for their
finishes in the FBLA
regional conference.
Those placing included
Patrice Fleming, first
place, business comm unica tions ; Cindy
Bazzell, first place,

753-0045

Take time to follow the suggestions below.
They'll help you save money on electric
bills while you're away from home.
•Turn off the air-conditioner.(No
need to cool your home if you're
not going to be
there.)

'••••

411046-11.4.4,
•

1

•Turn off the
water heater
(No need to
keep the water
hot if you'll be
gone for more
than three days.)

,„-grir*-1

_

Before You Leave For Vacation
•

NOW OPEN!

Bank of Murray
• • II

•Turn off the lights.(Use a timer if you
want the lights to come on in the
evening.)

tilirOVE

West Ky. Rural Electric.
Coop.-Corp. 753-5012

offer our

Congratulations
Corn-Austin
K mart
Tommy Carrico
Kopperud Realty \Sugar Monsters'
-fa-Alois Bug
Calloway FBLA
AK*,

•
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Jones eyes repeat state title
as golf game slowly recovers
By Jim Rector
Sports Editor
Tune and timing are
foremost thoughts in
Velvet Jones' mind these
days.
Time, or the lack of it,
is a paramount concern
to the Murray High junior
golfer because less than
two weeks remain until
the regional tournament
begins.
And timing, to Jones, is
something that is coming
along painfully slow.
Jones, the defending
girls state golf champion,
was the victim of a freak
basketball accident in
late February which left
her a broken arm in a sling and a slew of doubts
about her golf game.
"I got my brace off
Monday and played some
that afternoon," Jones
said. "I can't get my timing down ... I'm not hitting hard at all yet. But I
was able to putt with my
brace on — that's what

saved me the other day."
Concentrating on her
putting, Jones was the
girls meaalist in Tuesday's dual meet with
St.Mary's at Paducah
Country Club. Her sixhole, 27, was far from the
golfing expertise the
Murrayan has become
accustomed to, but her
score was still eight
strokes better than the
rest of the field.
Thursday, Jones was
again the top medalist,
leading her Lady Tigers
to a 260-325 victory over
Caldwell County at Murray Country Club.
She recorded a 39 on the
MCC back nine, including
a birdie on No.16.
Murray coach Judy
Muehleman said Jones is
still weak on her drives,
but Jones' desire would
help her catch up on the
lost practice time.
"The golf season is so
short anyway,"
Muehleman pointed out,

"and unless you have excellent weather, which
we haven't had this year,
nobody gets in a lot of
practice before the
regionals begin. Velvet
isn't hitting like she used
to yet, but she'll be playing a lot this weekend and
she'll be ready by tournament time."
Jones was working on
her strength, squeezing a
tennis ball, before she
ever picked up a driver
this week. Now, with her
brace off, she'll be on the
links as much as her healing arm will allow.
"It's still a little scary
— the whole thing about
coming back and trying
to defend the title.
There's still some pain,
when I hit the ground or
when it gets real cold, but
I think it'll be okay,"
Jones said.
Girls' regional playoffs
begin Tuesday, May 4, at
Princeton. Last year the
Lady Tigers won the

regional title as a team
with Jones the top
medalist.
Thursday, along with
Jones' medalist play, the
rest of the Lady Tiger
scores included:
Connie Spann and Donna Rousse, 52 each,
Laura Montgomery 55,
and Lee Holcomb and
Tracey Graves,57 each.
Members of the Murray High B-Team that
also competed Thursday
included Merideth Howe,
Shelby Morgan, Lisa
Whitaker, Shelly
Caldwell and Mitzi Boggess. Calloway County
High also had a girls BTeam competing
although scores were not
recorded for either
squad.
CCHS's B-Team included Sherry Lamb, Terri
Lamb and Tabitha
Johnson.
Monday, Murray
High's girls host Christian County at MCC.

NBA'playoffs continue

Suns, Rockets in must-win slots
By Mike Embry
AP Sports Writer
The message was clear
for the Phoenix Suns and
Houston Rockets in their
National Basketball
Association playoff
games — win and keep on
playing or lose and wait
until next season.
But the urgency of the
situation didn't quite sink
in for the New Jersey
Nets and Atlanta Hawks.
On Friday night,
Phoenix whipped Denver
126-110 and Houston beat
Seattle 91-70 to send their
best-of-3 series to final
games. But the season
ended for the Nets, as
they lost 1 03-92 to
Washington, and the
Hawks, 98-95 losers to
Philadelphia, in twogame sweeps.
The Suns knew what
they had to do to beat
Denver after dropping
the first game 129-113 on
Tuesday. hot they nearly

let it slip away.
We learned our lesson
from the first game,"
said Phoenix forward
Alvan .Adams, who
scored 25 points. "We
knew we couldn't afford
to let up at all because
they had beaten us before
that way with a big third
period."
Denver sliced the Suns'
23-point lead in the second quarter to 87-82 in
the third on David
Thompson's three-point
goal at 3:45. But Phoenix
reeled off eight straight
and coasted the rest of
the way.
Dennis Johnson paced
winners with 29 points, including 12 in the first
quarter as the Suns raced
to a 41-20 lead.
Dan Issel scored 26
points, Alex English 21
and Thompson 19 for the
Nuggets. The decisive
game will be played

tonight in Denver. .
Rockets 91, SuperSonics 70
Moses Malmne scored
28 points and grabbed 23
rebounds as controlminded Houston halted
the fast-breaking Sonics.
The final game will be
played Sunday in Seattle.
The Sonics won the first
game 10247 Wednesday.
Houston led from start
to finish and turned back
a Sonics' rally that trimmed the margin to 55-50
in the third period. But
Malone hit three straight
baskets to give Houston
control again. Gus
Williams paced Seattle
with 18 points. Jack
Siluna added 16 and lire-bounds.
Bullets 103, Nets 92
Kevin Grevey sparked
a fourth-quarter rally
with 13 points over a fourminute span to carry
Washington over New
Jersey.

SNAPPER'S STANDARD
RIDER ISTHE STANDARD
OF EXCELLENCE
The SNAPPER riding lawn
mower has earned its reputation for superior power and
performance. Heavy gauge
steel components and the exclusive drive system with
sealed chains and gears make
the rider tough and durable.
On-the-go shifting, easy
height adjustment, quick response steering and a rearmounted engine give the driver unmatched convenience

Options like the rear mounted
grass catcher,Thatcherizer,
front dozer blade,front load
carrier and the new front
mounted two stage snowthrower offer four season versatility. Year round,SNAPPER
riding mowers set the standard
of excellence
for lawn
machines.

SNAPPER
DiecoverThe Difference

The victory Moves the
Bullets into
'astern
Conference semifinals
against Boston. The bestof-7 series opens Sunday
in Boston.
TD BOUND — Speedy receiver John Walsh (28)
New Jersey led 50-47 at
will be one of the featured players on the Murray
the half behind Albert
State Gold squad when the Racers play their annual
King's 8-for-8 shooting
from the field. But
Spencer Haywood scored
11 of his 15 points in the
third period to give
Washington a 71-68 edge.
Grevey, who finished
with 23 points, hit a
basket to give
Washington a 79-70 lead
and then over the next
nolo%
Two evenly matched
four minutes connected teams will collide Sunday
"We drafted players
on two three-point goals at Calloway County High Thursday and established
and completed a three- School as Murray State two teams 'of equal
point play as the Bullets concludes its spring foot- strength," said Beamer.
pulled away down the ball drills with the
annual "The players are treating
stretch.
Blue-Gold intrasquad this like a regular game
and I'm expecting a
King led the Nets with scrimmage.
23 points, hitting on 11
Kick-off is set'for 1:30 close, hard-fought contest
straight shots before p.m. and Racer coach that should go right down
missing, and Ray Frank Beamer is making to the wire."
Williams added 23.
Beamer staged a
no predictions on the outscrimmage at Paducah
0111
Chevrolet
Tilghman High School
Tuesday night and the
underdog Gold team edged the Blue squad 21-20 as
Ellery Moreland and
Mike Borowiak hooked up
on a 66-yard touchdown
Itor" pass with just 16 seconds
to play.
Sunday's contest will
signal an end to Beamer's
1
second spring as head
coach at Murray State.
•
Although hampered by
weather and injury handicaps, Beamer feels his
79 Pontiac Trans Ale
football team is ahead in
Black w/tan and black interior, power steering,
progress from last year's
power brakes, air, power windows. AM-FM, 8.
spring.
track, tilt wheel, t-top.
$6977.00
"Overall, it has been
tough to get a reading on
this spring because of the
weather and injury facS.
tors," noted Beamer.
siwict PT LJ Murray
53-2617
"The one characteristic
CODIZNAL moron PANTS DIVISION
that has surfaced,
however, is that this
bunch is an agressive hitting team. They will get
after it in an aggressive
manner."
Defensive cordinator
Mike Mahoney will serve
as head coach of the Blue
team while offensive
coordinator and assistant
head coach Mike O'Cain
will direct the Gold unit.
SweaS11111
6.•••••••

Blue-Gold scrimmage. at Calloway County High
School,Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
Photo by Barry Johnson

Racers divide for scrimmage,
teams drafted, evenly balanced

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITWGENUINE
GM PARTS

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE
641

CIMINO

6 6,6660

The Blue squad will
feature Mike Borowiak,
Brian Fine and Greg
Robertson sharing time
at quarterback with Marcus Moss and Jeff Tarrence heading the runningback positions.
Defensively, the Blue
unit features end Glenn
Jones, guard Rodney Lofton and linebackers'
George Collins and Alfonso Mather.
Standouts for the Gold
squad include Winston
Ford at quarterback,
Ellery Moreland and
Neal Cummins at the runningback slots, John
Walsh at wide receiver,
and Phil Poirier at offensive tackle. The Gold
defense will feature
Donald White and Vince
Tucker at linebacker
along with Stefan Jones
and Neil Williams at end.
David Tuck will handle
kicking duties for the
Blue team while Jeff Lancaster and Mike Schmidt
will kick for the Gold unit.
Tickets are priced at $2
for adults and $1 for
children ( 12 or under).
MSU students will be admitted free with their ID
card.
Blue Team Offense:
Wide Receivers - Stan
Trice, Michael Moore;
Tight ends - Eric
Umstead, Ronnie Fike;
Offensive linemen Edgar Currin, Todd
Johnson, Dirk Bowman,
Jim Waller, John Alexander, Jeff Carty, Jim
Hopkins; Quarterbacks Mike Borowiak, Brian

Fine, Greg Robertson;
Tailbacks - Marcus Moss,
Rick Clarke; Fullbacks Jeff Tarrence, Dennis
Hughes; Kicker - David
Tuck.
Blue Team Defense:
Ends - Glen Jones, Jim
Vechiarella, Charles Parrott; Tackles - David
Jackson, Dan Coleinan;
Guards - Rich Gearhart,
Rodney Lofton;
Linebackers - George
Collins, Tim Bowles,
Alfonso Mather; Secondary - Ben Preston, Tim
Shaw, Woody Clark.
Gold Team Offense:
Wide Receivers - Chris
Biggers, John Walsh;
Tight End - Bart Robinson; Offensive Linemen Jeff Ulmer, Jeff
Burnette, Woody Simpson, Pat Bowers, Benny
Avery, Albert Starnes,
Phil Poirier; Quarterbacks - Winston Ford,
Russ Denstorff;
Tailbacks - Elery
Moreland, Stuart
Johnson; Fullbacks Neal Cummins, Jimmy
Leake; Kickers - Jeff
Lancaster, Mike
Schmidt.
Gold Team Defense:
Ends - Neil Williams,
Stefan Jones; Tackles Scott Wilson, Joe Warren; Guards - Jim Hearn,
Jeff Stevens, Mike
Phillips; Linebackers Donald White, Vince
Tucker, Will McFadden;
Secondary — Ronald
Hopkins, Greg Blemker,
Greg Stewart, Mark
McBride.

GOO.IMO a.m.

Racer linksmen travel to Akron
Pants, Skirts,
Inert Coats —
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Murray State's gob
team will travel to Akron,
Ohio, this weekend for
competition in the annual
Ohio Valley Conference
championship meet.
The 54-hole event will
be played at the par -72
Prestwick Country Club
in Akron with Western
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky and defending
champion Morehead
State listed as the
favorites.
Murray State, which
placed third in but yeet's
competition.- Itelil...be

represented in the field vantage as the host
by Chris Edholrn, Tom team."
Casper, Lynn Sullivan,
Edholm has a 76.6
Ron Overton and Steve
stroke average through
Conley.
16 rounds of competition
"I hope we play up to this spring and is regardoar potential,.". said ed u one of the top
Racer coatb—Itady players In the conference.
Hewitt. "Western has Hewitt is also hoping for a'
played well all Year and strong showing from Ron
Morehea-2 • 7c:,2-rns Overton, who carded a- -everyone from last year's 216 toisl last Year tit- -championship team. finish third in the hpEastern Kentucky and dividual competition.
Middle Tennessee will be
There will be 27 holeS of
in the thick .of it and play each _day _of the
Akron will have spine ad- event.
OM"

er•
4
•

•••
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Hargrove hit edges Mayfield,
Calloway wins in extra innings

A

Don Hargrove's lint
shot to right field drove in
the winning run for
Calloway County in Friday's extra inning, 3-2,
victory over visiting
Mayfield High.
The Lakers used 10 hits
and three different
hurlers to edge the
visitors in eight innings at
the old city park field.
"It was one of the most
exciting games played by
a Laker baseball team in
my five years as coach
here," said CCHS coach
Joe Stonecipher. "It was
a real thriller."
Hargrove, who went
four-for-five for the day,
was also the third pitcher
used by Stonecipher,

relieving Eddie Burgess
in the seventh inning. But
Burgess came back in the
eighth and recorded his
third win without a loss
this year.
Calloway took the lead,
2-0, in the first inning
when Tim Brown's walk
with the bases loaded
brought in leadoff man
Craig Darnell. Outfielder
Kirk Starks singled in the
second run and the
Lakers fell silent,
scoring-wise, until the
bottom of the eighth.
Mayfield countered
with two runs in their half
of the second and the
score remained tied
throughout the game.

In the deciding eighth
inning, Mayfield had runners on second and third
with one out and All State
football player Joe
Prince at the plate.
Prince drilled a high fly
ball to center field where
Kirk Starks made the
catch.
Starks throw from the
field was a "perfect onehopper," said
Stonecipher, and the runner going home was cut
down at the plate, retiring the side.
Roland Conoley recorded his third hit in four atbats to leadoff the Lakers
in the bottom of the
eighth and Brad Skinner
sacrificed him to second.

Darnell drew a walk
and John Mark Potts
loaded the bases with a
single.
Then Hargrove launched his game-winning shot
to right field and the
Lakers improved to 6-4-1
on the year.
Tuesday Calloway
posts another home date,
hosting Reidland at 4
p.m. and a junior varsity
contest immediately
afterwards. Both games
will be at the old city park
field.

DONATION - In memory of
their son, Kevin, Willis and Cora
Pritchett recently donated a set of
weights to the Calloway County
High School football program.
Pictured with the Pritchetts is
CCHS assistant coach David
Simpson (left).

I 334011
T
MAYFIELD
9
91 10 3
CALLAWAY
311011 1111 3
HITS - CC IS, MI 7. 38 - Hancock
(I1). IB - Hancock, Dowdy (N).
Hargrove CC).
ERRORS- CC 4, M 2.
WP - Bargees(34). LP- Hancock.

St. Louis owns longest win streak, but no champagne allowed
in three runs, two with a
homer, and Smith slugged the third homer of his
four-year career, two of
which he hit this season.
Hendrick and Smith also
had two singles apiece.
In the San Diego lockerroom afterward, Smith
was explaining, the Cardinals' cool demeanor.
"There's not a whole lot
of celebrating in here
because it's still early,"
Murray State's men
Smith said. "Wheif the
In doubles; the Racers time for celebrating
defeated visiting Eastern
Kentucky, 6-3, in round- lost the first two matches, comes, everyone will
robin tennis play at the but rebounded with a win know."
MSU varsity courts, Fri- in the No.3 position.
Hendrick and Smith,
Persson-Swarting lost to who was traded from San
day.
Terje•Persson defeated Wise Gibson, 6-4, 6-4; Diego to St. Louis lathe
Todd Clements in three Ljungman-Montgomery offseason for shortstop
sets, 4-6, 6-2, 6-1, in No.1 lost to Clements- Garry Templeton, each
singles play followed by Ghanayem, 4-6, 6-4, 6-4; homered in the seventh,
Mats Ljungman's win and Tisthammer-Massad when the Cards scored
over Todd Wise of EKU, defeated Harris-Evans,7- three runs. St. Louis also
6,6-4.
6-0, 6-3, in the No.2 slot.
scored three runs each in
Play resumes today at the fourth and seventh inFinn Swarting lost to
EKU's David Ghanayem, the MSU courts when the nings.
6-3, 7-5; Eric Tisthammer Racers host Indiana State
While the St. Louis
beat Chuck Gibson, 6-1, 6- and Mississippi State. locker room was restrain1; Bobby Montgomery Sunda!' MSU hosts West ed, Philadelphia's lockerdefeated Jamie Harri6- Virginia.
room -at-Veteran's
The Racers are
0, 6-3; and Steve Massad
Stadium was downright
beat Gary Frohm, 6-1, 6- rently 23-4 on the year.
sullen. The Phillies now
By John Nelson
AP Sports Writer
When it's time to pop
the champagne corks in
St. Louis, Ozzie Smith
says the whole world will
know. Now, however, is
not the time.

The Cardinals, who
now own the longest winning streak in the major
leagues, won their 11th in
a row Friday night with a
9-2 drubbing of the
Philadelphia Phillies.
George Hendrick drove

Eastern Kentucky falls
to Racer netters,6-3

have lost 10 of their first
13 games this season. ,
"The fans booed
tonight, and they had
every right to, considering the way we played,"
said Manager Pat Corrales, who spoke rather
candidly with his team
after the game.
"One guy after another
is trying to be a hero and
trying to hit the ball out of
then--ballpark," the
Phillies mskr.f.ov . said.
"We can't be doing that
right now, we're a bunch
of singles hitters."
The Phils lost their one
proven home run hitter,
Mike Schmidt, when he
was sidelined with a'
cracked rib April 13. He
could out six weeks.
Elsewhere in the NL,
San Diego beat Atlanta 63 in 12 innings, Montreal
downed New York 5-4,
Houston beat Cincinnati
7-3, Pittsburgh outslugged Chicago 12-10 and Los
Angeles blanked San
Francisco 9-0.
The Cardinals scored
three times in the fourth

SCOREBOARD
Maier LeapsSamba
National Hockey League
Sunday's Games
National Basketball Association
NATIONAL=JE
Playa& At A Glance
Washington at Boston, 1 p m
Playoffs At A Glance
Eastern
Divisional
Final
Milwaukee
at Philadelphia, 1 p m
All Times Eastern
W L Pct. GB
8.41 41 Seven
Wednesday's Games
Preliminary Round
12
3
St. Louis
Thersiey, April 15
54ilwaukee at Philadelphia,7 35p m
7
4
Best of Three
Montreal
636
3
Boston 4, Quebec 3
Washington at Boston,I lop in.
571
1
New York
3%
6
N.Y.
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Islanders
4
Saturday, May 1
7
364
Pittsburgh
4
6
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Chicago
5,
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4
at Washington, TBA
.333
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7
Chicago
Tuesday, April 20
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Philadelphia at Milwaukee,IBA
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Washington 96, New Jersey 63
Friday, April 16
Sunday, May
Western Divides
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Boston
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Quebec
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4
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2
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II
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N.Y. Islanders 7, N.Y. Rangers 2
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4
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Friday's Games
St.Louts 3, Chicago 1
6
.467 •
Loa Angeles
7
Washington 163, New Jersey 92.
Wednesday,May 5
Los Angeles 3, Vancouver 2,01
6 10
Houston
.375
Washington wins series 2-0
Washington at Boston, 7 30 p m if
Eeeday,April
.357
5
9
San Francisco
Philadelphia 91, Atlanta 95, OT, necessary
Quebec 3, Boston 2, OT
.367
Cincinnati
4 11
O
Philadelphia wins series 24
Milwaukee at Philadelphia, 7 35 p.m ,
Chicago I, St. Louis 5
Friday's Games
if necessary
N.Y.
Islanders
4,
N.Y.
Rangers
3,
OT
Montreal 5, New York 4
Vancouver 4, Los Angeles 3,01
Pittsburgh 12, Chicago 10
Monday,Apr1119
Friday, May 7
WESTERN CONFERENCE
San Diego 1, Atlanta 3.12 iruungs
Boston at Washington, I 10 p.m , if
Quebec
7, Boston 2
Tuesday, April 711
St Louis 9, Philadelphia 2
necessary
Chicago 7, St Lotus 4
Denver 129, Phoenix 113
Houston 7, Cincinnati 3
Philadelphia at Milwaukee, IRA, if
N.Y. Islanders 5, N Y. Rangers 3
Wednesday, April II
Los Angeles 9,San Francisco 0
Vancouver 5, Los Angeles 4
Seattle 102, Houston 07. Seattle leads necessary
Saturday's Games
Wednesday,
April
21
series
14
St Louis(And*r 2-1)
Quebec 4, Boston 3
Sunday, May 9
Friday's Games
at Philadelphia (Ruthven 0-21
NY Rangers 4, N Y Islanders 2
Phoenix 129, Denver 110 series lied I- -•• Witestongton at Boston. TB A. if
New York ( Puleo 1-11
St
Louis
3.
Chicago
2,
07',
Chicago
I
fletts&Bry
at Montreal ( Burris 41-21
tads series 3-2
Houston 91,Seattle 70, serves tied 1-1
Milwaukee at Philadelphia. TBA, if
Pittsburgh )Baumgarten 0-1 )
Vancouver 5, Los Angeles 2, Vannecessary
Saturday's Game
at Chicago (Jenkins 2-11
couver
wins
aeries
4-1
Phoenix at Denver,9 35
Los Angeles iHoolon
Friday's Gaines
NOTE The division winners, Boston,
SendersGame
at San Francisco (Schatzeder 0-3)
Boston 6,Quebec 1,01,series tied 3-3
Milwaukee, San Antonio and L.03
Houston at Seattle. 3 30p in
San Diego Eichelberger 2-2)
N.Y Islanders 5, N.Y Rangers 3,
Angeles, received first-round byes In
at Atlanta Boggs 14)In
Islanders win series 4-2
the best-of-seven second round, San AnCincinnati( Pastore I-1
Chicago 2, St Louts 0, Chicago wins
tome
will meet the Houston-Seattle winat Houston i Knepper 1-1
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
series 4-2
ner ; and Los Angeles will meet the
&May's Games
Best of Seven
Sondey's Game
Phoenix-Denver winner
New York at Montreal
Eastern Conference
Quebec at Boston
St. Louis at Philadelphia
San Diego at Atlanta
1111•••••••••••••••••••••■•••••••111•110110
Pittsburgh at Chicago
•
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Cincinnati at Houston
O
•
I,os Angeles at San Francisco
•
your
Travel
For
all
Reservations
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•
Monday's Games
a
•
Pittsburgh at Atlanta (n)
•
a
a
Houston at St Louts( )
•

on RBI singles by Hendrick, Dane Iorg and
Smith. In the sixth, Tom
Herr and Keith Hernandez drove in runs and
another scored on Gary
Mathews' fielding error
in left.
Bob Forsch scattered
eight hits in eight innings
for his third victory,
while the Cards sent
Phillies right-hander
Mike Krukow, 1-2, to the
showers after 31-3 innings.
Padres 6,Braves a
Sixto Lezcano's second
homer of the game, a
three-run shot in the 12th

Kentucky
signs May
VIRGIE, Ky. (AP) Todd May,, a 6-foot-8
center selected as Kentucky's Mr. Basketball,
has signed a national letter of intent with the
University of Kentucky.
During Friday's signing ceremonies at Virgie
High School, May said he
decided "UK was the
right place to go."
His mother, Janice
May, added that she was
glad her son has made a
choice.
The 17-year-old May
was one of the most
highly recruited'vrep
players in Kentucky.
During his career at
Virgie, he scored 2,871
points and had 1,882 rebounds, 451 blocked shots
and 396 assists.
Virgie Coach Bobby
Osborne said he knew
May would make the
right choice because "he
was very patient in making his final decision."
Kentucky Coach Joe B.
Hall and assistant Joe
Dean attended the signing.
According to Osborne,
May decided it was best
to stay close to home.

•
•a Marjorie and Bill Major .
•
.
•
:
•
753-0880
•
•
.
.
•
•
•
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5
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7
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i
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Texas
0
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Friday'Games
Boston S. Torceto4
Chicago 4, Baltimore 2
Detroit 9, New York 1
Milwaukee 2, Texan 1
Kansas City 11, Ckveiand I
California 7. Oakland 2
Minnesota 12, Seattle 4
Seattle y's Gams
liagations, Potvaies,
Detroit Pashasck 11-411
at New York Aletander 0-111
Marigolds, Powys,
Boston ( Torres S-I
Verbose,
c
Pedaloes, •
al Toronto (Sitlet 6.1 )
Chscago lamp 14)
Caws,%paha
at Bellmore i McGregor,0-1 n
Milwaskee iirsikovIch 1-2)
at Texas iSchm idt 114) I n
(leveland !Jenny Iii
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.
Boston at Toronto
Ilelrost at New York
('he ago at Baltimore
Cluveland at K &Mal.(Ay
Milwaukee al Texas
(III bind at California
Minnesota at SealLle
alsailool Gamma

inning, gave the Padres
their ninth victory in a
row and the secondlongest winning in their
history. The Braves have
lost two in a row after
winning their first 13, a
major league record.
San Diego took a 3-2
lead in the 11th when Lezcano singled, was
sacrificed to second and
eventually scored on Kurt
Bevacqua's sing}e. But
the Braves sent the game
into one more extra inning in the bottom of the
11th with a run on Glenn
Hubbard's single.
Expos 5, Mets 4
Al Oliver's basesloaded, infield single
scored Rodney Scott with
the winning run in the
ninth for Montreal. With
one out, Scott singled and
Terry Francona was
walked by reliever Jesse
Orosco. Andre Dawson
beat out an infield single

Astros 7, Reds 3
Art Howe and Phil
Garner hit consecutive
home runs in a six-run
third inning that carried
Houston over Cincinnati.
Reds right-hander Tom
Seaver, 0-2, issued successive walks to Denny
Walling, Terry Puhl and
Bill Gullickson worked Alan Ashby before Ray
eight innings for Mon- Knight singled home the
treal, striking out nine first two runs of the innand walking four.
ing.

Purcell upset by Kriek
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) - Jimmy Connors
scored an easy 6-2, 6-0
victory over Steve Denton, while Gene Mayer
beat Johan Kriek of South
Africa 6-3,6-4, to move into the semifinals of the
$370,000 Alan KingCaesars Palace Classic.
In other matches, Sandy Mayer advanced with
a 7-5, 6-0 victory over

•

Brian Gottfried; while
Mark Edmondson was
leading Raul Ramirez of
Mexico 6-3, 2-0, when
Ramirez retired with a
leg injury.
In first round action
Wednesday, Mel Purcell
defeated Carlos Kirmayr,
6-4, 6-4. But the Murray,
Ky., native suffered a setback, losing, 7-6, 6-0, to
Kriek on Thursday.

13-TEAM GOLFERS- Members of the Murray High juiik(FvarsIti golf
squad include (front row from left) Eric Grogan,Brad King,Jon Muehlenian,
Bill Frandrich, (back row from left) Mike Muehleman, Kelly Steely, Hugh
Houston and Chris Jackson.

Aighten Your Load
Doing the laundry
takes energy ;
ours
and electrical
energy It takes electncity
to heat the iron run the
dryer, and heat water for
washing clothes To save
energy and money in the
laundry room, follow
these suggestions

IIIlI

Bedding Plants

to fr,s

and Oliver followed with
his hit off Neil Allen.
Oliver also homered in
the fourth, driving in two
runs to tie the score 2-2.
Trailing 4-3, the Mets tied
the score in the top of the
ninth on Mookie Wilson's
RBI triple.

41011

• aunder only full loads in the
1;.
coolest water possible
Adjust the water level for
smaller loads

s s. 10qhlird

'

.•

• Rinse clothes in cold water
•Dry full loads without overloading
or overdrying
•Clean the lint filter after each load
•Do all the ironing at
one time and don't
leave the iron on
while doing other
things

4
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by wade bourne I
Florida. Bryan and Mike meeting, Mr. Alfred has
Dickinson and Goo Buras been gracious in allowing
drive up from Louisiana, me to hunt on his land.
"Why don't you try
and William (Spike)
Funk and I represent the down on the Old Daniels
Place," Mr. Alfred sugBluegrass State.
The Shack is one of gested after an hour of
those camps from the catching up on the past
pages of southern hunting year's events. In previous
history. Founded by Bub- years I'd hunted on other
ba Torbert's father after Grant tracts: the Black
World War II, it was used Cow Pasture, the Gary
as a quail hunting lodge Place, the Grant
for friends and associates homestead. But the
in the timber business. Daniels Place was new
After Mr. Torbert's death territory, which led to the
several years ago, his son afternoon's scouting excontinued the camp and pedition, to flushing the
the tradition of entertain- turkeys, to the next morning guests in fine style. ing with the gale force
David Kuykendall, Mar- winds and singing pine
vin Blummentrit and boughs.
My timing was good
Tom Parish went to
Auburn University with despite the wind: 5 a.m.,
Bubba Torbert, and today and the eastern hills were
they use The Shack as just beginning to show the
headquarters for their promise of the new day.
turkey and deer I'd slip through the woods
up onto the ridge where
escapades.
Southeastern Alabama the turkey flew and hope I
is rich in terms of hunting could hear him gobble.
Suddenly I saw the
resources. The land is a
mixture of pasture, row flash of a white flag and
crops, hardwood ridges heard the snort of a
and thick piney bottoms. startled deer in flight.
Sluggish streams snake And there, clear and unthrough and bisect the mistakable in answ.:r to
country, providing the the doe's noise, was the
last ingredient in the full-throated gobble of
recipe for perfect turkey my torn! I put on the
and whitetail country. brakes and tried to act
Both game ,spscies are like a bush until I got the
plentiful almost beyond turkey's•exact location.
He gobbled again from
belief, though hunting on
perch, clear and full,
his
tightlyis
private - land
controlled and more and the distance between
restricted as the seasons us couldn't have been
more than 100 yards. I
roll on.
That's where Mr. had a good opening to my
Alfred comes in. I met front, and I decided to
him in 1970 while hunting ease down with my back
deer near Corner with a to the closest tree and get
friend from the area. He ready for action.
I pulled up my face
and his wife, Miss Frangot my gun on my
mask,
farmand
lived
have
cis,
ed here for many years. knee and waited for the
Their roots go as deep in old bird to sing out one
this Alabama soil as more time. He did so, tellthose of the big pines. ing me I was as yet un.-C'siN64\
Their family lives around discovered. I slipped the
gob—
this
lure
to
turkey
Bryan Dickinson talked
them, and son Frank now diaphragm call in my
bler into gun range. Turkeys are plentiful and hunmanages most business mouth, let out a quiet yelp
_ _
ting them is popular in southeast Alabama.
on the vast Grant and waited. Nothing.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
Five minutes passed,
holdings. Since our

Wind is to turkey hunting what rain is to a picnic: a spoiler. And if this
pre-dawn was any indication, the morning's hunt
would be a washout. Cold
gusts were whipping the
treetops on the Old
Daniels Place.
Somewhere is one of
those trees swayed a
cagey old gobbler, but the
sound of his morning
serenade most likely
would be lost in the roar
of the breeze.
I'd seen him the afternoon before, about the
same time he &TV/ me. I
thought I was being
sneaky as I slipped up on
the field, but the torn and
albevy of hens were tucked into a corner in the
shadows. One look and
they scattered into, the
forest. It was near
roosting time, and I knew
the big turkey with the
white head would be close

by come the next dawn.
I was on the land of
Alfred Grant, near Corner, Ala. Each spring I
return there to renew old
acquaintances and match
wits with the big bronzechested birds that stalk
the woods in Barbour
County. I've done so for
several years, and the
Journey is now as much a
part of my spring as
dogwoods and daffoldils.
Though I hunt on Mr.
Alfred's property, I bunk
at The Shack on Bubba
Torbert's plantation
some 20 miles north. The
last weekend in March
finds an unruly assembly
of turkey chasers collected from several
states. David K uykendall, Marvin Blummentrit and Don Taylor are
from Alabama. Tom
Parish, who grew up in
nearby Clayton,
Alabama, now lives in

and I yelped again. amateur I am, I swiveled
Nothing, and I was star- my head sit,* ly for a
ting to worry. The guys in look.
vtvivoiaanit....vpviv•
camp had said gobblers
That's when the gobwere responding well to bler took off, only 12
the call, and they were yards behind me. I turned
knocking turkeys off like quickly and saw another
flies to prove it.
bird running through the
I heard the gobbler woods. I shot; a tree
when he flew down, and shuddered. And the ache sounded out once after tion was over that fast.
WINNER OF the Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
Back at camp the guys
Tournament,fished out of Cypress Springs April 18
waluld hear my tale of
was Burnette Ferguson, first place and big bass.
their
Lure used was Elmer Clinker's buzz bait. Women
often as I felt necessary woe and show me
morning. Interested in fishing or desiring to learn to fish are
and expecting to see the turkeys of the
Mr. invited to attend the next club meeting May 10 at 7
day
the
in
Later
bird at any moment. He
and
laugh
would
Alfred
p.m. at Western Sizzlin Steakhouse.
other
had
must have
didn't
plans, however, for he say he's sorry I
score. And somewhere up
never showed.
on the ridge two scared
I decided to move to the turkey gobblers would
top of the ridge, where I collect their wits and turn
found a small clearing
their thoughts once again
bordered by Christmas to love.
tree pines. It looked like a
perfect spot for a strutting gobbler to come looking for a hen, and I decided to hide here and call
periodically.
The next hour-and-ahalf produced nothing,
and I was just about
ready to leave when I
spied movement at the
far end of the clearing.
Two turkeys of unknown
gender ,.melted back into
C BENSON holds a large bass weighing five
the trees, and I got on my
pounds caught at Murray Bass Club tournament at
call with as much
Kenlake Marina April 18. Fish were caught on
pleading as I thought a
baits and jig and pork tine.
crank
make.1
could
hen
Another half hour passed uneventfully, and I
was getting antsy. I got
up, slinked up near where
I'd seen the birds and
scanned down through
the woods. I sat down,
called again, waited...
The sounds were odd
and muffled, and I didn't
recognize them at first.
But as they grew louder,
a chill ran up my spine. I
realized I was listening to
at least two gobblers
MURRAY BASS CLUB winners in its tournament at Kenlake Marina on April
drumming — and they
were close! I couldn't get 18 were,from left, Ricky Atkins,first, eight pounds six ounces, Eric Benson,six
the direction, and I dared pounds seven ounces, Gary Marquardt,five pounds 14 ounce, and Carlos Black,
front and a
not move. Closer, closer. four Bounds 10 ounces. Fishing was tough the first day after a cold
a
for
total of 34
caught
were
fish
.
Eighteen
overnight
water
in
rise
loot
one
I heard a leaf crunch
alive.
behind me, and like the pounds two ounces,and all were released

IP*
Purina flea /4 Tick

Punna Mange

Purina

Collar

Control

Dog Shampoo

2.29

3.99 pt

2.50

641 Super Shell

SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

090_

Mon.-Sot. 9:00-7:00
Sunday - Closed

Purina Dog Chow

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Baby Chicks
18C Each
Make Great Pets!

Bring Your Pet(Dog,Cat,Pig, Goat,etc.) by and
We'll Dip Him FREE in Purina Mange Control!
. (Free Tag with any Dog Food Purchase!
Rabies Shots— Distemper Shots— Wormers
If you don't have a pet,come by anyviay...We'll find
a cat or something for you to carry home and feed.
We sold over 17 tons of
pet food lost month.
Come by and see why!

Rex Dog Food

• west Jefferson St., Codiz, K.
Cracow, Dining - Scotirch Decor
Reservations Accepted at 522-3410

LUNCH: Tues.-Sun. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
DINNER: Tues.-Sat. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY NIGHTS & MONDAYS

Roots

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covere
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin(502)474-2245 or 474-2211 Ext. 171

1 0 to s40(144

Men's long Sleeve
&Short Sleeve
Cotton & Flannel
Shirts

Levi Jeans
1 5.9 5
Women's '23.95
g PRISSet

Students '14.95
Children's s 1 2"

21% 2for $13.00 $6.95 each
25% 2for $14.00 $7.75 each

We At Buchanan Feed And Seed
Invite Everyone To Stop By And
Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Worms — Minnows
Licenses — Ice — Supplies

147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground
6225. Oiled is luny Brad

•Minnows
*Ica
*Snacks ---- -153-0262 -Open C:30

.11

Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lab'. Rent_ by the week,.
month, day or year. CO
436-5519 anytime.
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Murray, Calloway seniors earn scholarships

fins & feathers

the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Overby and plans to
study Physical Education
at Murray State this fall.

.1

Oxygen helps fishermen find fish
Fishermen, stop
wasting your time! Instead of looking for fish,
try searching for oxygen
instead. Once you find the
correct amount, chances
are better than ever that
you'll find fish.
Lake anglers are faced
with a tough challenge. In
almost any reservoir, 50
percent of the water
doesn't have enough free
oxygen to support fish
life. And abut half of the
remainder will have less
than desirable oxygen
content And will serve only as temporary habitat
for the fish.
Oxygen in water is
measured in parts per
million (ppm). Research
has shown that where
there is less than 2 ppm,
fish will stay only a few
seconds. When the oxygen content is from 2 to 5
ppm, tests indicate that
fish will remain up to 10

minutes. The ideal range,
according to Mercury
Outboards' fishing experts,is from 5 to 13 ppm.
At this level fish have acess to enough oxygen to
sustain them indefinitely.

depths with an oxygen
meter. These compact,
battery-operated instruments consist of a
probe on a graduated
cable which is linked to a
meter that indicates the
amount of free oxygen in
You can locate the ideal the water. You set the
oxy-cline (5 to 13 ppm)by meter for 8 i/2 ppm (attesting various water mospheric oxygen level),

sit

—

Jim Fain's Shelter Insurance

Located On
New Concord
Hwy. Murray,

Sent To Lyons Electric

Kentucky lake

GRAYSON McaURE

lui,e 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 macs post Bonner s Grocery Usk.
blacktop into Ponoramotand follow blacktop to your right

753-0632
Mon. Fri. 8-5

Telephone,502-436-5483

Everyone's Going To

Country Crossroads

ARQUITA'S
PLACE

Jay Young
Jay Eric Young, a
senior at Calloway County High School, has been
awarded a Board of
Regents Scholarship
from Murray State
University. During his
senior year, Jay was involved in Beta Club and
Pep Club. Jay is the son
of Joe and June Young
and plans to study
engineering at Murray
State this fall.

Christi Hale
Christi Hale,a senior at
Calloway County High
School, has been awarded
a Board of Regents
Scholarship from Murray
State University. During
her senior year, Chiisti
was involved in Speech
Team,Beta Club,Student
Council, Youth Advisory
Council and Pep Club.
Christi is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hale
and plans to study
Business at Murray State
this fall.

Phillip Orr
Joseph Zinkovich
Phillip Orr, a senior at
Joseph Zinkovich, a
Patricia Sue Doyle, a
senior at Calloway Coun- * Calloway County High
senior at Calloway County High School, has been School, has been awarded
ty, Uigh School, has teen
awarded a Board of a Board of Regents
awarded a Board of
Regents Scholarship Scholarship from Murray
Regents Scholarship
from Murray State State Universjty. During
frotn_ Murray-- State University. During his his seniorPhilip
University. During her
senior year, Joseph was was inyolved in Band,
senior year, Patricia was involved
in Pep'Club, Speech, and Student
involved in Cross-,
Beta Club, Speech Team, Council. Phillip plans to
Country, Basketball, Murray State
Univsity study Pre-Law at Murray
Track, Beta Club and Chemistry
Scholarship State this fall.
Murray Marathoners. Program.
Joseph is the
Patricia is the daughter son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leo
of Clye and Carol Doyle Zinkovich and
plans to
and plans to study Pre- study Chemistry
at MurVet at Murray State this ray State this
fall.
Patricia Sue Doyle

DON McClURE

&amid
isit rid&
gesen

hem

There's no guarantee,
of qourse, that the fish
will be waiting for your
lure at the ideal oxy-Meliisa Ann Farris
cline, but at last you have
Melissa Ann Farris, a
eliminated a lot of water senior at Calloway Counwhere conditions are un- ty High School, has been
suitable.
awarded a Board of
Regents Scholarship
from Murray State
University. During her
senior year, Melissa was
involved in Annual
(Business Mgr.), Bank,
• Speeeh Team, Student
Council and Gymnastics.
Melissa is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Farris and
plans to study Drafting At
Murray State this fall.

appy
Holiday
Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on

moan tt for you

-3

release the probe and let
it down intethe water.

neil

I

sanialwueIf
-4 umnt!,:171.'"'

•

in Hardin, Ky:

-

harlisa Ford
Sharlisa Leigh Ford, a
senior at Murray High
School, has been awarded
a Boards of Regents
Scholarship from Murray
State University. During
her senior year, Sharlisa
was involved in
Cheerleading, Student
Council, French Club, Tri
Alpha, Newspaper and
Yearbook. Sharlisa is the
daughter of Jerry and
Linda Ford and plans to
study Pre-Law at Murray
State this fall.

Anna Maria Burnley
Anna Marie Burnley, a
senior at Murray High
School, has been awarded
a Board of Regents
Scholarship from Murray
State University. During
her senior year, Anna
was involved in French
Club,-Newspaper, Voice,
Community Theater and
Hospital Work. Anna is
the daughter of Billy and
Nellie Burnley and plans
to study Pre-Medicine at
Murray State this fall.

Weir* Known For Our...
*Delicious Fish Dinners'Homemade Desserts
°Plate Lunches *Breakfast Served Anytimo
Sunday Dinner
Chicken & Dressing, 3
-Vegetables, Tea or Coffee,
Bread 8 Dessert '
54-6192

Hwy
68
Jonotha

.rMurray
14.0.0 en eso.0 0Bait
0 0 ,30 .2sCo.,cmstuamoi1l
5:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m

0,,..

0

!Wholesale
X

KEY AUTO
PARTS

0
Retail!
B

For All Your Fishing Needs

4
#

BUYER

YOU.
KIT
TO VALUE

Serving 1ne Lakes For 30 Years
Hwy. 94 East
Phone
]
Murray, Ky. 42071

SELLER Of LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO P

KEY
KARS
INC. 1••

VsUSED
.4
44

502-79-5693

•COMPLETE ENGINES
•TRANSMISSIONS
•REAR ENDS
•STARTERS•DOORS
• ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
•RADIOS•WHEELS
• AuTO ACCESSORIES

753-5500
515 S. 4TH ST., MURRAY

7.1

Allac.81111KAIIIIKAIMOMINOSIRCAMIK
'
41•1•1

SUE & auutuE
RESTAURANTi-,---AoilapiotockE

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Serving Those

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
, 410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

Famous Fah Dinners
Hwy.68 8,80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat.4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
• Btritsfid Kam** Lair

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
Fosterling
*Boss Hawk Boats
Pontoons
J.C*
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

t
i
>
4.-

tHwy.641 North

753-6448

Sales & Service
*Mercury Outboard
*Pre Craft *Owe 8. SkeeterBass Boats

Mack & Mack Marine
Aurora, Ky.

—

474-2251
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Lisa Oswalt
Lisa Oswalt, a senior at
Calloway County High
School, has been awarded
a Board- of Regents
Scholarship from Murray
State University. During
her senior year,,Lisa was
involved in Beta Club,
Foriegn Language Club,
Pep Club, CCHS
Chamber Choir and
CCHS Columbia Blues
Pianist. Lisa is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Oswalt and plans
to study elementary
education at Murray
State this fall.

'
•r
,

Samir Mahfoud
Samir Mahfoud, a
senior at Murray High
School, has been awarded
a two-year Honor
Scholarship from Murray
State University. During
his senior year, Samir
was involved in French
Club, Math Team,
Chemistry Team and
Computer Club. Samir is
the son of Wade and
Anisa Mahfoud and plans
to study Math, Pre-Med.
at Murray State this fall.

Katherine Hoffman
Katherine Hoffman, a
senior at Marshall County High School, has been
awarded a Board of
Regents Scholarship
from Murray State
University. During her
senior year, Katherine
was involved in Student
Council, Newspaper,
Yearbook, Beta Club
Reporter and National
Honor Society. Katherine
is the daughter of
Richard and Deborah
Hoffman and plans to
study Radio/TV at Murray State this fall.

Mark Hussung
Mark Edwar d
Hussung,a senior at Murray High School, has been
awarded a two-year
Honor Scholarship from
Murray State University.
During his year, Mark
was involved in Band,
Chorus, Orchestra,
Spanish Club, Hi-Y, student council, theater.
Todd D. Harrison, a
Mark is the son of Karl
and Sara Hussung and senior at Calloway Counplans to study music at ty High School, has been
awarded a Board " of
Murray State this fall.
Regents Scholarship
•
tiadenna L. -Overby,'a from Murray State
senior at Calloway Coun- University: During his
ty High"School, haa been. -3ertioryear, Todd wa.s
awarded - --Efloard of vo I v ell in J ROTC
Regents Scholarship, Outstanding Cadet for-Jr.
from Murray State Year and 2nd place
University.. -During hen _Broadcasting. Todd is the
senior year, Ladonna was son of Mr. and Mrs. Harinvolved in Basketball, rison and plans to study
Honor Roll, Betta Club Communications at Murand Track. Ladonna is ray Stare this fall.

eg:
'
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411
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Robert Crick
Robert Alan Crick, a
senior at Calloway County High School, has been
awarded a Board of
Regents Scholarship
from Murray State
University. During his
senior year, Robert was
involved in Beta Club,
FBLA, Pep Club and 1982
CCHS Annual Art Editor.
Robert is the son of
Clayborn and Jimmie
Crick and plans to study
Art at Murray State this
fall.

Laing
Don Moseley
Don Alan Moseley, a
senior at Murray High
School, has been awarded
a Board of Regents
Scholarship from Murray
State University. During
his senior year, Don was
involved in Computer
Club, French Club, Boy
Scouts and Church. Don
is the son of Owen and
Wanda Moseley and
plans to study Engineering at Murray State this
fall.

Julie Gargus
Julie Ann Gargus, a
senior at Calloway County High School, has been
awarded a Alumni-Lowry
and Honor Scholarship
from Murray State
University. During her
senior year, Julie was involved in FFA (Sec.),
Student Council (Sec.),
Beta Club and secretary
of Medical Explorer Post.
Julie is the daughter of
William and Greta
Gargus and plans to
study Pre-Med. at Murray State this fall.
Trisha D. Clark, a
senior at Calloway County High School, has been
awarded a Board of
Regents Scholarship
front Murray State
senior year, Trisha was
involved in Miss Rainhow, Speech and Who's
Who. Trisha -is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clark and plans to study
Accounting at Murray
State this fall.

Paulette Kelly
Paulette Eldora Kelly,
a senior at Murray High
School, has been awarded
a Board of Regents
Scholarship from Murray
State University. During
her senior year, Paulette
was involved in FHA,
Teens Who Care, TrBeta and Church.
Paulette is the daughter
of Gerald and Pamela
Kelly and plans to study
Engineering Physics at
Murray State this fall.

Lynne Loherger
Lynne Dawn Loberger,
a senior at Murray High
School, has beenawarded
a Board of Regents
Scholarship from Murray
Stark University. During her Senior year, Lynne
Wei -TtilifiiVid in FHA,
Band, Tri-Alpha,
Newspaper, FBI.A(and
Church. 14nne is the
daughter of Gordon and
Ethelyn I.oberger and
plans to study Home
Economics at Murray
State this fall.
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Your Individual Horoscope

FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 25, 1982

Fraaces Drake =

as purchase. Write letters and some of the creative fields in
-ie
mar r
%What kind of day will tomor- cess, but may no row be? To find out what the much progress as you'd like. make important social calls. which you'll find fulfillment.
stars say, read the forecast Intellectual and cultural pur- YOU BORN TODAY are You may also be drawn to law,
suits bring peace of muid
both critical and idealistic. teaching, engineering and
given for your birth Sign.
Despite your fine analytical politics. Don't let a need for
LIBRA
mind, you must learn to trust security cause you to stifle
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
ARIM
Others may teropt you to your intuition. You work best your creative leanings. Bir(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4r
spend beyond your means. when motivated by an ideal thdate of: Ella Fitzgerald,
Take the initiative in plan- Unexpected developments and can succeed in both the singer; Edward R. Murrow,
ning good times with a loved lead to a change in plans. Put arts and sciences. Writing, ac- TV newsman; and Walter de
one, but be careful not to creative ideas to work.
ting, music and painting are La Mare, poet.
overspend. Double-check SCORPIO
FOR MONDAY,APRIL,1982
travel schedules.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In'eV
TAURUS
Attempts to impress others What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
through lavish expenditures row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV
.
A close tie may promise should be avoided. Hobbies stars say, read the forecast You're looking for a quick
more than it is possible to and creative pursuits bring given for your birth Sign.
chance for financial gain, but
deliver, but evening social life happiness.
do the necessary research
looks promising. Money mat- SAGITTARIUS
before taking any major steps.
ters fluctuate.
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)it
Be realistic.
ARLES
You'll attend a party or get- (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)"
GEMINI
a/440
r44 SAGITTARIUS
I May 21 to June 20) W.. together, but still may feel a You'll hold fast to your own (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
Despite your initiative, a trace of restlessness. Ex- opinions despite the blan- An evening with trusted
friend may be reluctant to cessive independence disturbs dishments of others. A middle- friends is your best bet for
follow your lead. Try to guard relationships.
course will
the good times with a loved one.
against self-indulgence and CAPRICORN
Be willing to share job news
best to follow.
escapism.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Ida TAURUS
with those close to you.
You're anxious to begin a (Apr. 20 to May 20)
CANCER
CAPRICORN
0 work project, but may run into biSelf-dibse
(June 21 to July 22) 43.
e to (Dec.22 toJan. 19) V
adipline is the kbey
Interruptions may interfere some opposition if you require work progress and financial An opportunity comes now,
with your attempts to support from others. Relax in gain now. Don't be sidetrack- but you're inclination is to put
straighten out loose ends. the evening.
ed by trivial pursuits. Curb things off. It will take a good
Don't be self-centered when in AQUARIUS
deal of effort to complete what
needless spending.
the company of others.
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
you start.
GEMINI
A date may not turn out as ( May 21 to June 20) 1b1
LEO
11- AQUARIUS
9
well as you'd hoped, but home A loved one is quite suppor- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(July23 to Aug. 22)
You'll go visiting with entertainments bring satisfac- tive now, but you may be A tendency to goof off
others, but may not be totally tion. Business proposals seem somewhat cavalier in attitude. makes even the planning of
satisfied with the results. An farfetched.
Be careful not to stress super- good times a careless effort
unexpected career proposition PISCES
on your part. A family talk
ficial
things.
could be spurious.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
proves quite stimulating.
CANCER
VIRGO
It will be hard to secure (June 21 toJuly 22) 6)
2 PISCES
)
(
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
agreement among family You'll make some headway (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
You're impatient for suc- members regarding a major completing tasks, but it won't You tend to let things slide
take much to distract you. regarding commitments to
Cultivate firmness of purpose family members and the completion of household tasks.
and stick to it!
Pitch in and do your share!
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 23to Aug. 22)
If you listen, you'll gain both creative and practical.
some valuable advice from an You have financial acumen
ACROSS
old friend. Be discriminating and are attracted to large
Answer to Friday's Punk
DOWN
when deciding who your enterprises, yet you often
1 Shore
A
If A
IPOT
S
choose an artistic career.
companions will be.
leisure
1 Vegetable
6 Sunday dinA
EIL AWIT
You'll find fulfillment in pain2 Forward!
ner treat
VIRGO
E
E
0
ting, acting, writing and
3 Et, in English
11 Way.
22)
Sept.
to
23
(Aug.
E 0
E
4 Prophet
12 Mistakes
Don't try to look for short- sculpture, but may also be inT 0
R
14 Teutonic
5 Spoor
cuts now, but roil up your terested in medicine, educaA 0 8 It
6 Renovate
deity
A
sleeves and do the necessary tion anti-Aitare work. Bank15 Transactions 7 Either's
P
A
R
companion
17 Journey
hard work. It will save time in ing and manufacturing would
A0
0A
provide a suitable outlet for
8 Skill
18 Limb
long run.
the
A
T
20 Disturbances 9 Wading bird
your executive talents, though
LIBRA
A
IS
TOT
13
10 Ball park
22 Simian
you won't be content with just
22)
Oct
to
23
(Sept.
A
thrill
EW E
L
23 Knock for a
business career. Advertising
a
to
When
comes
it
educa11 Repasts
LAKE
RED
REE
25 Diving birds 13 Lance
tional matters, a serious ap- and promotional work are
16 Booty
27 Refrain
proach is best. Don't be a other possible vocations. Bir19 Ethical
syllable
33 Beat soundly 46 Celebes ox
An old friend wants thdate of: Carol Burnett, comdilettante.
28 Sandal part 21 Symbol of
35 Fred s sister')48 South African
edienne.
visit.
to
you
Recreation
slowness
30
36 Bars legally 51 Fairy

a44-tcz

G

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

vehicle
32 Desert
dweller
34 Innistan
35 Persians e g
38 Inclines
41 Coins of
India Abbr
42 Mr Marner
44 Barracuda
45 Greek letter
47 Central
American
Indian
49 Bishopric
50 Accomplished
52 Intolerant
person
54 Robert Niro
55 Handsome
young man
57 Harbinger
59 Newsman
Morley 60 Indian family
group

24 City on the
Seine
26 Fathers
29 Sudden tear
31 Jumps
2

37 Rani s garb 53 Prefix with
sect or cycle
39 Sewers need
40 Spirited
56 French article
horse
58 Hebrew
month
43 Spectacle
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a)Eu_ PARTNER WE RE
DON' GREAT 50 FAR

HERE, HAVE ANOTHER
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE

a

Murray-Calloway Hospital
lists newborns,dismissals
4-19-82
New Born Admission
Kathleen McGloflin
and baby girl, Rt. 8.
Dismissals
Diane L. Turkette and
baby girl, 1618 Oak Hill
Dr., Eugenia Diane
Moody, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn., Robert T. Cunningham, 1600-3 Wiswell
Rd., Hilda M. Mkenzie,
Rt. 1, Barbara K.
Burkeen, Rt. 5.
James M. Lindsey, Rt.
TAKE\
TWHEE'RE
5E GUYS IN
STRAIGHT SETS...

1, Almo, Morris Lee
Harvey, 212 East 18thf
Benton, Joe B. Anderson,
Rt. 1, Benton, Sampson
Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Carl Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton.
Novie Paschall, 410
Sycamore, Pauline McCoy, 1511 Sycamore,
William A. Cottom,
Hazel, Elsworth Knox,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Eula Parrish (Expired), Rt. 1,
Dexter.
I'LL EAT TO
THAT!

2.1

•

SLUGGO, I'M
READING A
TERRIFIC
BOOK
TODAY---

WHAT ARE YOU
DOING?

--- LOLLING
AROUND
IN MY
WATER BED

YEA1-1, WE HAP
SOME BAP POTHOLES
IN PALM BEACH,TOO

DAD'S ABOUT
TO MAKE)
NI5 MOVE

04/5 MOTHER,
LISA NORA (LOVELY
AlAmE 1.0EA0.„
REX CAST iNTO
THE SEA A9.A
BABY A
TERRIBLE
STORY!

1. Legal Notice

5. Lost and Found

1. Legal Notice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Commissioner
Sale
Commonwealth of
Kentucky
Trigg Circuit Court
Civil Action
No. 81-0-130

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
• IT'S HERE
• HAPPY
•
• BIRTHDAY
• JERRY
•
•
HICKS
• 39???

•
•
•
•
•
•
•••••••••••
Floy Herndon formerly
of Murray Tailor Shop
is doing alterations in
her home. 753-2989.

Trigg County Farmers Bank, Plaintiff,
versus Bobby G. Watson, et ux, et al, Defendants.
By virture of a judgment and order of the
Trigg Circuit Court rendered on the 1st day
of April, 1982 in the above cause, in favor of
Trigg County Farmers Bank, I shall offer
for sale at the Trigg County Courthouse door
in Cadiz, Kentucky to the highest bidder at
auction on the 1st day of May, 1982 at approximately 10:00 a.m. or thereabouts the
following real estate property to wit:
Parcel One: Beginning at the Northeast
corner of the Southwest quarter of Section
17, T.2 Br. 4 East; thence West 80 poles more
or less to a rock; thence North 40 poles more
to less to the beginning corner, containing 20
acres, more or less.
Being the same property conveyed to Bobby Gene Watson and Wilda J. Watson, his
wife, from Eula Mae Workman (Doherty)
by deed dated September 19,1953 and recorded in Deed book 96, page 627, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The purchaser shaltbe required to make a
casn deposit of ten percent (10) down on the
date of sale with the balance due within sixty
(• 60) days with gitkchaser to execute bond
with sufficient surety thereon for any unpaid
balance,to be approved by the said Commissioner, said bond. to have the same force
and effect of a judgment upon which execution may issue and on which there can be no
replevin and which bond will be interest
bearing at 8% per annum until paid.
is/Marvin Broadbent,Jr.,
Master Commissioner
Trigg Circuit Court
Tendered by:
Woodall & Quinn
Court Street
Cadiz,Ky.42211
(502)522-3481
Approved for Entry this
1st day of April, 1982
Is/Willard B. Paxton
Trigg Circuit Judge
Trigg Circuit Court

Civil Action File No.82-CI-095
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Tolbert Story, Committee For Robbie Milstead Plaintiff, Versus Myrtle Paschall Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the April 7 Term thereof 1982, in the above
cause, and its cost therein I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court House door in the
City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 27th day of April
1982, at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days, the following
described property, to-wit:
The following described tract or parcel of
land, lying and being in Calloway County,
Kentucky, in the City of Hazel, as follows-towit:
Beginning 60 feet East of Block No. 13 in
the City of Hazel, Kentucky and T. 0. Gibbons Northwest corner; thence East 140
feet; thence North 90 feet; thence West 140
feet; thence South 90 feet to the point of
beginning. Plaintiff, Robbie Milstead, obtained title to /
4 of the above described pro1
perty by inheritance from her husband,
Willie B. Milstead, See Affidavit of Descent
in Microfilm Book Card and /
2 by deed from
1
D. N. White, et ux dated November 29, 1934
and of record in Deed Book 59, Page 366 in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court. Myrtle Paschall obtained title
4 interest by inheritance from her
1
to /
brother, See aforementioned Affidavit of
Sescent of Willie B. Milstead. Willie B.
Milstead obtained title to 42 interest by deed
from D. N. White, et ux, dated November 29,
1934 and of record in Deed Book 59, Page 366
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
'
County Comb
For the
chaseprice, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit
Court

Murray Head Start is accepting
applications for the 1982-83
school year for a TEACHER. Applications may be picked up at the
Merrily Board of Education Office
Ith-and-loopiarr Applieetioes
be accepted until 4:00 p.m. on
April 30, 1982.
Murray Heed Start is an keel
Emplo er.

1/2 Price
Sale
Bay one pair of boots
at regular price get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.
Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, and
western dress slacks.
Buy one pair at
regular price and get
the second item at
half price.

Vernon's
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9-9
Spring is a time of...
change of new beginn. IIP
irgs, such as weddings..
Let us capture your
special moment in
photographs

Carter Studio
300 Main 753-8298

SPECIAL

6. Help Wanted
Domino's Pizza now
hiring drivers and ins
ide help. Must be 18 own
car with insurance and
valid drivers license.
Apply in person
W ed. Sun. after
4:30p.m.
Experienced body shop
personnel. Body man,
painter, helper, and
buffer. Apply at Smyth
Body Shop 404 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
Need baby sitter from 3
to 5. Dependable in Fox
Meadows area. 4 month
old baby. Call 753-5641
before 2p.m.
Wanted: ladies to do
telephone survey. Previous experience
preferred. Write P. 0.
Box 221 Murray, Ky.
420,71.
Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1040H Murray, Ky.
42071.

9. Situation Wanted
Will brake and disc
gardens. Call 753 5463 or •
753 0144.
Will do house keeping.
Reasonable -rate. Call
759 4949.
Will do house cleaning.
382-264.6.

13. For Sale or Trade

14 Kt. Gold
Earrings $9.95
large assortment of
Gold dipped leaf
pendents and shells.
36 different styles.
3 for $9.95

GOLD &
SILVER
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 cm.to 9 p.m.
Wanted: All old feather
beds needed! Age or
condition is unimpor
(ant! Honest cash
buyer. Box 691, New
Albany, In. 47150
Directions Phone.

Temple Rill
Cemetory
-Upkeep Bids
will be accepted
through May
1, 1982. Bids
may be given
to John
Grogan, Bob
Nanny or
Kenton
Woodall.
ARTICLES
FOR SALE:
2 oak tables, 2 oak dressers,
oak sewing machine, I ladder back chairs, grandfather clock, oak time clock,
old water cooler, railroad
desk, oak stack bookcase,
Mahogany Victrola, oak hail
tree, wicker baby carriage,
oak washstand,3 trunks, tin
front pie safe, glass front pie
safe, lots of primitive pieces
and glassware.

MAIN STREET
HOUSEMurray,

02 Nish Street •

Ky. 5:11111 to 5:11 Moo. thro
ftl. 110 to 5105.1.

z

Lost. 2 family dogs,
gray miniature
Schnauzer. Answer to
Scallawag and Mis
chief. Reward. 753 6060.
Lost: Mustang hubcap
753 9997 or 753 8606.
and
Lost: Silver gray
tan small shaggy dog
answers to the name
Children's pet
Bozo
significant. Reward.
Call 753 4057.
Lost miniature German
Schnauzer. In vacinity
of Exposition Center.
Child's pet. Reward
offered. 753 8335 or 753
9000.

For sale or trade AKC
female Cocker Spaniel
years old. Also for sale
AK C miniature
Dachshund puppies 6
weeks 4 months old.
$50. and $60. each. See
G•racie Edwards on the
Dogtown Road between
Benton and Hardin
after 2p.m.
For sale or trade es
tablished business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer con
sidered. Owner financing available. Call 753
4109 after 5p.m

14. Want to Buy
225 Slant 6, Dodge
motor. Call 436 2292
A short wheel base
Chevrolet truck or El
Camino body. Call 492
8257 or 492 8666.

15. Articles for Sale

_

19,000 BTU energy ef
ficient Frigidaire air
conditioner. Like new.
Black steel air tight
wood stove. Like new.
Call 753 9487.
Complete line of
sprayer parts now at G
& Y Farm Center 641
South. 759 4440.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
We buy and sell used air
conditioners. Call 753
9104.

16. Home Furnishings
Sears 15cu. ft. chest
freezer. Call 753 3677
after 6p.m.
Six antique oak chairs
good condition also
small breakfast set.
Call 753 0814.
WATER BEDS corn
plete flotation systems
or any acces. Open 7
days till 6p.m. Wood
crafters Hwy. 60 West
Paducah, Ky. 444 9003.

19. Farm Equipment
1966 International 2 l/o
ton truck. Metal bed
and sides. $3000. Call
435 4265.
2-12in. Plows for Ford
tractor, 1 318 Dodge
motor, 150 amp. welder,
electric fuel pump. Will
break and disc gardens
and mow lawns in
Murray. 753 8649.

NOTICE
The Calloway County PVA Office
will accept bids for lease a 1982
full size Station Wagon. A copy of
specifications is available upon request at the office in the Calloway
County Court House.
Bids should be submitted on or
iMforoMuy6,;912. The office retains the right to reject any and all
bids.
Charles E. Hail;
Valuation Adm.
Pro

'
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19. Farm Equipment

22. Musical

766 I. H. tractor disc, 4
row planter, cheesel
plow, and breaker plow.
Call 489-2425.
Ace pumps, Hypro
Pumps, replacement
parts, and all sprayer
parts at G & Y Farm
Center 641 5.759-44.40.
New tires for tractors
and farm equipment.
On farm tire service.
Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4492.
TRACTOR TIRES New
and Used Kough
Equipment. 381-2207.
Truck tool boxes, 3 point
seeders, hydrolic oil for
all tractors. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.

1000 and 1415
gallon NH3 Nurse
teaks with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
row in 15 ft. to 21
ft. widths. A complete supply of
tagks, pumps,
valves and NH3
accessories.

James L.
Kellet Co.
Sikeston,
Mo.63801
314-471-0988

Con Constellation
Trumpet immaculate
condition. Silver and
gold. 474-2732.

24. Miscellaneous
10hp 39in. John Deere
riding mower. 753-7469,
753-6274.
317 John Deere garden
tractor and equipment.
$3850 need to sell . Call
after 5p.m. 436-2540.
36in. Riding mower.
10hp Craftsman. Ready
to use. 753-6505 after
4:30p.m.
Aloe Vera liquid $9.
quart, $27. gallon. Gene
& Jo's 705 S. 4th
753-4320. Makes you feel
good! Also other Aloe
Vera products include
,shampoo, make-up,
body. lotion, soap, and
bath oil.
Broyhill single bed like
new$60.436-2802.
Flashing portable sign
with arrow. Will
sacrifice. Call
1-529-2721. <,

Wholesale to the
public. Fast Repair
and Gems. Handmade Gold and
Silver Jeweky.

Leo's Immeadiate
kwelrv Reg&
4114 12Ik 753-101

Four single size hand
crocheted bedspreads,
22. Musical
$150. each, 1 full size
CAR STEREO Pioneer, $200. K. B. Small, Nunn
Kenwood, Marantz, Blvd., Rt. 6 Cadiz, Ky.
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro- 522-3906.
fessional installation. Marine battery power
Sunset Boulevard Music pack 27 series 105 amp.
Dixieland Center 1.59.99.. exchange. Lawn
mower battery 12 volt
Chestnut St.753-0113.
$24.99 exchange. Snapper mower blades 25in.,
26in., 28in., 30in., or
SPINET CONSOU PIANO FOR
33in. $5.99. Wallen
SALI Wooed: Respeedble
Hardware-Paris.
early Is take ever
One 14in. chain saw
Ow he sem
Write
Pioneer $125. 1 2-wheel
Ihr. Pewees, kr 327,
all metal trailer $100. 1
Carlyle, anis 62231.
30in. folding bed with
coil springs and 4in.
firm foam rubber mattress. 436-5394.
Prom long dresses on
REPOSSESSED
sale. Sizes 8, 10, 12. Call
753-0421.
ORGAN
sticks 13 cents.
Ono half drolly paid Tobacco
balms deo or mon- Call 345-2861.
Used r•ding lawn
Pfillmets•
mowers. See Keith at
CLAYTON'S
Sto,kes Tractor and
Implement. 753-1319.
753-7575

26. TV-Radio
23. Exterminating

vs'

[

Kelley's Tennit
is Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL
For termites
r )aches, ants
any pests.

753-7794

1979 Village Mobile
Home. Central air and
heat. Take over
payments. Call 753-6084
or 753-9648.
Here is your opportunity to move into a very
nice well-kept com•
pletely furnished 14x70
mobile home on a
100x253 lot with outside
storage and many fruit
trees----Owner will assist you with financing.
753-1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Clean 2 bedroom furnished all electric
mobile home. 4150. per
month rent, $75. security deposit. No pets. Call
753-4808.
For rent 2 settinps for
large trailer. Mail and
bus route, water and
electricity ready. New
sewerage system, large
lawn 300ft. from lakeside. Blood River area.
$50. per month.436-2427.
Mobile Home, 10x42,
furnished, air conditioned, natural gas, no
pets. Deposit required.
Phone 753-3895 evenings
and weekends.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489-2611.
Trailers for rent Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom furnished
or unfurnished. New
furniture and carpet,
central air. Rent $85.$150. Shady Oaks 753
5209.
Two bedrog,m trailer
$90., $50. deposit. 7535405.
Two bedroom trailer.
$160-. per month.
Brandi's Trailer Park.
.Call 753-8411.
Two bedroom all electric 12x50 mobile home.
Fully furnished, located
1 lh miles east of
Murray on private lot.
$120. rent, $100. deposit.
753-9829.
Two bedroom trailer
$90., $50. deposit. 7535405.

30. Business Rentals
Responsible middle age
couple desires 3 bedroom home to rent or
lease in city for 1 to 2
years. Call 753-8552
after 5p.m.

Mini
Worsham*
Storage Spice
For Rent
753-4758

Color 25 inch TV, Only1
25.00 per month.
Now warranty.
32. Apts. For Rent
CLAYTON'S
Duplex near college. 2
753-7575
bedroom, large deck

27. Mobile Home Sales

1970 12x65 mobile home,
8x12 pullout room. All
electric central air and
heat, underpinned,
14x35 wood deck. $6000.
Phone 753-3815.
Must sell trailer 8x28
furnished. 753-0738 after
6p.m.
Two bedroom furnished
10x45 mobile home and
a 2 bedroom with 2
bathes furnished 12x65
mobile home. Both in
good condition. Call
753-4808.
Two bedroom furnished
trailer.$2300. 753-5750.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
"mks & Mon's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
Boots $1.00 pr.
225 LP. Miler St.:Amu hem Commit,ow«)
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Nair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo,Shave and Ham $2.75
Open Noers Mon., Toss., Wad., Timms., Fri., Sat,
7:31-2:30-753-3685
OFFER TO SALE
Approximately 160 acres formerly owned
by Tappan. Located between Industrial
Road and Clarks River. Sealed Bids will be
accepted until noon May 11th. For information contact Bill Torten, at the
Chamber of Commerce, 805 North 12th
Street- 753-5171. Right reserved to reject any or all bids.

•,r

27. Mobile Home Sales

patio, central heat and
air. Call after 5p.m..
753-6699.
Furnished apartments.
Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
HILLDALE APARTMENTS HARDIN, KY.
Now ,taking applications
on side for._Section 8,
rent-subsidized apartments. 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin,
Ky or dial 502-437-4113.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
Nice duplex 2 bedrooms, washer and
dryer hookup, and aPpliances. Call 753-3343.
Now available 1 bedroom garden apartment
with wall to wall carpet,
color coordinated appliances, central heat
and air, and many other
ideal features. Call
395-7325 or apply at
Calvert Cfty Apts.
located on 5th and
Cedar in Caivert City
Ky. Mon.-Frl. Equal
Housing Oppor1 unity.
One and 1 bedroom
apartments for rent.
Call 753-3530 The
Embassy Apts.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. 7S3-4109
or 436-2844.
One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 block from
campus. Water furnished. Call 753-1203.
Two bedroom duplex,
central heat and air,
hookup for washer and
dryer. Couples
preferred. $195. Call
753,741.
Two bedroom un
furnished apartment S.
8th near hospital. 2
bedroom partially furnished apartment and 1
bedroom furnished
apartment near downtown. Adults only, lease
and deposit required.
Call 753 9208 after 4p.m.
Two bedroom duplei
$155: 3 bedroom farm
house $100. 3 miles from
town. Garden available,

cuti /S-3-1046 'freforr.
9p.m.
Two nice, apartments.
1 2 bedroom and 1-1
bedroom furnished. Air
conditioned, near the
lake 10 miles south on
121. Couples or singles
only. No pets. Lease and
deposit required. 436
5401.

M X 311E" 311E
32. Apts. For Rent

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

53. Services Offered

53 ServicesOffered

For sale 1972 Honda APPLIANCE ,Carpet Cleaning Ser
Apartment for rent. Fairground Flea
Motorcycle. 500 4 SERVICE- Kenmore, vice I room $17.53, plus
753-4109.
Market. Murray
cylinder,
good shape. WestinghouSe, I. All work guaranteed.
Duplex apartment for Calloway Co.
$650.
Call
753-6276 or Whirlpool. 20 years Call collect 1-247-4084.
rent in Westwood. 2 BR, Fairgrounds. Open ev
753-5612.
experience. Parts and Carpet and window
nice bath, central heat ery weekend, 7a.m. to
service. Bobby Hopper cleaning. Satisfaction
and air, stove and 7p.m. Friday and
Auto
Services
IL
gbarantee_d_,_ Staub
B ob's App1-4
garbage disposal fur- Saturday, 9a.m
to
nished. Call 753-5400.
Over 50 rebuilt auto- ance Service 202 S. 5th Hobbs 753-3317.
6p.m. Sundays. Booth
matic transmissions in 4 S t ' 7 5 3 4 8 7 2 ,
space can be rented.
stock. 20 day un- 753-8886(home).
FREE
Call days 753-4669.
34. Housesfor Rent
conditional warranty.
,le
Farm house for rent. Five Party Yard ia
On
d year electrical
Reynolds Trans1
Garden plot and garage Sat. from 9-4. Nort 10/1
well poems
missions Hwy 69 North
phomhing
St.
just
past
the
se
available. Quiet setting,
Paris, Tn. 901-642-2572.
and pointing mods.
spring in yard, near city Lodge. Furniture, go
Used Volkswagon parts,
CaN 753-9673 NOW,
limits. $200. month. Call cart, stereo, items to
tune up, break jobs,
numerous to mention.
753-8096
rebuilt motors at
Furnished house for
Duane's Place. 435-4272.
Licensed electrician for
college girls near Un- 43. Real Estate
residential and comiversity for summer or Do
49.
Used
Cars
you hear knocking?
mercial. Heating and
fall semester. 753-4974
It's opportunity at your
1976 Ford Maverick. CARPET CLEANING, air condition, gas inHome for sale by owner. door.... a business and
30,000 miles, 2 door. Free Estimates. stallation and repair.
New extra nice 4 bed- living quarters...ideally
Satisfied references, Phone 753.7203.
489-2378.
room house. Must see to located for walk-in
Vibra Steam or Quick 1971
Carlo
Monte
extra D ry Cleaning. MITCHELL PAVING
fully appreciate. Will traffic from MSU. Call
Company. Commercial,
sharp. Locally owned.
accept any reasonable Judy at 753-1492 Cen(Upholstery Cleaning). residential. Seat
coating
753-3739.
Call 753-3903.
tury .21 Loretta Jobs If YOU'RE punning on
Lee's Carpet Cleaning and striping. Small jobs
1972
Chevy
Impala.
2
753-5827.
selling your farm let us
House for rent with Realtors.
a specialty. Call 753explain .how we can door, excellent condi- Can you account for 1537.
option to buy at Almo. 3
tion.
offer.
Call
Best
provide
OWNER
national
adver
FINANCING
your
goods
in
household
bedroom, adults only.
759-4805 or 753-8430 after
case of. fire, theft, or
No pets. $125. per month on lake property. Over 1 tising and potential
5p.m.
acre
buyers
on
canal
with
through
the
natural disaster? If not,
plus deposit. Call 753direct lake access. This AMERICAN FARM & 1972 Datsun 1200. Good call Insurance Photog
6059.
condition. Also 400 raphy between
Located /
1
2 block from home is built with top INVESTMENT DIGHawk 1978 Honda. Good 6p.m.-9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
MSU. 2 bedrooms, quality material. EST marketing system.
condition. 435-4489.
at 753-4988.
couple only, no pets. Featuring Anderson Exclusively offered by
$150. month, $150. de- picture windows, re- SPANN REALTY AS- 1972 Datsun 1200. Clean Carpenter with 30 years
good mechanically. experience. Building of
posit. 314-642-6028 after dwood deck surrounds SOCIATES. 753-7724.
house on 3 sides,
$1000. Call 753-4358 after all types, repairs and
5p.m.
fireplace with heatala 44. Lots for Sale
5p.m.
trailer additions. Call
Spacious 3 bedroom tor in living room and
1973 Dodge Dart. 20,000 436-2253.
unfurnished home in wood stove in
in
Four
wooded
acres
miles on rebuilt engine,
Murray. $260. per room. Make your family
utility Sherwood Forrest. good engine, transmismonth rent, $200. de- bills minimal.
fenced
with
Completely
This
sion and rear end, body
posit. No summer re- barely lived in
home horse barn and well. rough. Call Mick at
ntals only. 753-9829.
building
site.
Beautiful
MUST BE SEEN. Fan762-4188 ,or 762-4189
Three bedroom, 1 /
1
2 tastically arranged 753-9571 after 4p.m.
days, 753-8015 eVenings.
bath, large kitchen, owner financing. Call
Needs second. opi- Need work on your
1974 260-Z Datsun nice
fireplace with wood Spann Realty As- 46. Homes for Sale
Local trees? Topping, prunnion?
shape.
Call
753-3269.
burning insert, carport sociates for your ap- A new house under
thigh ing, shaping complete
references.
CoN
1974 El Camino with
plus large garage. Call pointment. 753-7724.
$50,000? We have a 3
removal and more. Call
top, air shocks,
gem
753-0900 after 5p.m.
759-1718
Ontlond.
bedroom, 2 bath home
BOVER'S TREE
good tires. Call after
Three bedroom house
753-8076..
in a good location.
SERVICE for Pro6p.m.436-5346.
Perdu': & Thermos'
newly decorated, air
Pretty stone fireplace in
fessional tree care.
conditioned, no pets.
the great room. Brand 1976 Pontiac Catalina. 4
hsoroace A
door, power steering - Concrete, block, brick. 753-8536.
References and deposit
ready
for
and
'new
Real Estate
required. , $225. month.
occupancy. KOP- power brakes, air, good 21 years experience. No Need you, lawn or
Soptitslo Coed Sq.
Phone 753-2835.
PERUD REALTY -753- automobile. 489-2264 job to large or small-. business mewed? Call
after 5p.m. '
Merrily, Kontocky
1222.
Free estimates. Call Jerry at 753-2220. ExTwo bedroom furnished
perienced and. de1977
753-5476,
Chevy
-Impala
good
house. Available for
753-4451
81./Y ON CONTRACT
pendable. Heavy on
summer. Call 753-0344
house and 3 acres on condition. $3300. Call Electrical Repairs. trimming. References
or 767-6305.
•
Flee estimates. Licen- available.
Hwy. 280 close to lake. 753 1594.
sed electrician, heating
Very attractive 2 bed- Spring fever special--- 436-2802.
and air conditioning. Refrigeration and • airroom unfurnished home Bright, newly decorated Country Quiet-City
conditioning repairs
Tudor
435-4397.
in
spotless
conin Murray. $250. per
Close -Enjoy private
and service. "Spring
dition,
located
in
prestmonth rent, $200. decountry living on a two
Fence sales at Sears Spe_cial" air posit. No summer- re- igeous area. Bedrooms acre tree shaded lot
now. Call Sears 753-2310 conditioners
cleaned
are designed to meet with pond. Cozy country
ntals only. 753-9829.
for free estimate for and serviced. 436-2104.
the family's personal home featuring 3 bedyour needs.
36. For Rent or Lease
need for privacy, con- room, family room, and
G ENERAL HOME
venience and comfort. rec room. Priced in the
FREE
REPAIR. 15 years exFor rent or lease furAdd Italian marble 30's and located near
perience. Carpentry,
ESTIMATES
nished 3 bedroom brick. foyer, large
formal Fisher Price. Owner
concrete, plumbing,
1 /
1
2 block off campus. dining
on *Ammo Repairs.
room, country financing available to
roofing, sliding. NO
36.4-4425.
spacious kitchen with qualified buyer. Phone
Special prices on pelJOB
TO
SMAI.L.
Free
One bedroom un- glass doors that look
ting end roof ropes.
us now-753-1492.
estimates. Days 474furnished apartment on onto covered patio,
2359,nights 414-2276.
STAWSKI'S
Ma in Street near beamed and paneled For sale by owner 4
Guitering by Sears.
HOME REPAIR
Hospital. $145month. family room with - bar bedroom, 2 bath home
Sears continuous gut
Deposit' required. and wood burning in excellent residential
435-4323
1406W. Main
ters installed for your
5 bedroom home 2 fireplace. Owner area, 2100sq. ft.. plus 2
specifications. Call
blocks from campus financing makes this car garage. Wooded lot,
753-5315
Sears 753-2310 for free We have in stock most
$250month. Ideal for especially easy to buy. city schools, central gas
estimate.
students.
Dial 753-1492-Century 21 heat, electric air with
any type of electrical
low utility bills. Priced 1977 Chevy Nova. 4
4 bedroom country Loretta Jobs Realtors.
motors from vacuum
autolow
70's.
753-9732
or
door,
6
cylinder
home. $250month. Decleaners to 100hp. Also
Allan=
Sonic.
Cs.
762-4181.
condition,
matic,
good
posit required.
we - are the local air
Iloilo NI vinyl sift, compressor repair serCall Spann Realty AsHalf a city away....and great gas mileage.
$1895.
Call
489-2595.
sociates, 753-7724.
carton trim work. vice. We service anyHave you been a whole world apart for
1977 Ford Landau
thing electric. We
Want to lease up to 4
wanting a home leisurely life. Fruit door.
Worms. Call Will U
Loaded, 1 owner,
trees...garden,
specialize in cleaning
acres of dark tobacco.
that
near
the
lake
biloy,
workshop for like new 23,000 miles.
air conditioners. Dill
753-9357you can afford? dad...Large porch for 753-5071.
Electric 753-9104.
Here it is! House chilren to play or .you 1978 1-Bird. Bronze, air -K & K STUMP REMO- Wet basement? We
37. Livestock-Supplies
and 1 acre near -can swing and fet the conditioner, poiNer VAL. Do you need make wet basements
Performance tested Mt,
go by. Dial 753 windows, excellent
Wildcat just off world this
dry, work completely
lh, 341, 7/41 Simmental and
$25,500 home condition. After 5p.m. stumps removed from guaranteed. Call or
Pottertown Road. 1492
yard or land
your
Maine Anjou. Service
21 Loretta Jobs 492 8264.
cleared of stumps? We write: Morgan Conage bulls, only ttrp
Lots of trees, well Century
Realtors.
Convertible
Baja.
Recan
stumps up struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
performance bulls from
and outbuilding. Home for sale by owner. built motor. $1200. 436- to 24remove
inches
below the 409 A Paducah, Ky.
our 800 cows. All bulls
Call 753-4000 or New extra nice 4 bed- 5869 after 5p.m.
ground, leaving only 42001 or call 442-7026.
health teSted and
489-2266.
room house. Must see to
sawdust and chips. Call
guaranteed. Broadbent
fully appreciate. Will 50. Used Trucks
for free estimates. Bob 55. Feed and Seed
Farms Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
accept any reasonable
Days 502-235-182.
1965 Dodge pickup. $500. Kemp 435-4343 or Bob 25 acres Fescue hay cut
offer. Call 753-3903.
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
on shares. Call after
Weaned calves for sale.
Call 492.8429 after 4p.m
House and 11 acres
Lawn
mower and small 6p.m. 436-5346.
Call 753-8539.
1971
Ford
4
door
pickup
down payment with low
engine repair, lamp ALFALFA FOR SALE
interest rates to $1000. Call 436-2952.
38. Pets-Supplies
repair. R. L. Glover 262 Missouri Delta grown.
Chevrolet
truck
1974
qualified persons. 759Riviera Cts. 753-0885.
Delivery or FOB
1 male Border Collie 14
4-wheel
drive.
New
1789.
Lawn
mower service. Merrell Farm PO Box
months old, partly
Large 3 or 4 bedroom motor, new gumbo Free pickup and‘deliv- 421 Hayti, Missouri
trained. 492-8651.
mudders, new dual
Billy Morgan Broker home with 2 baths, exhaust.
Must sell. Call ery. After 5p.m. 63851 314-359-0323 or
American Pit Bulldog
fireplace, central heat
359-0633.
753-5367.
ICeolfors
,
527-51.
puppies UKC Reand air, and wooden
gistered. 2 seperate
truck
1976
Chevrolet
Yllogo Nary. 641 N.
deck overlooking belitters to choose from.
autifully landscaped 1-wheel drive. 198-8716.
Norm,K
Call 1-901-364-2402
yard. Includes 3 extra 1978 Dodge pickup.
ATTRACTIVE ECONOMICAL
Dresden. Ask fbr
lots and located close ta,. Loaded with low mileREASONA RLE
Marsha.
This 15 acre tract is City. Priced in the low age. 753-6555 or 753-6084.
Beagle pups 9 weeks old perfect for those horses. S60's. KOPPERUD
Attractive 4 bedroom home, lg. living
51. Campers
$25. each. Good stock. The split level home REALTY -753 1222.
room with fireplace, kitchen-dining area,
489-2266 after 5p.m.
completes the picture. Older house in Hazel 2
1977 Rockwood pop up
Labrador puppy AKC Priced in the low $50's, bedroom. Just been camper sleeps 8 in
11
/
2 baths, utility room, brick garage, lg.
excellent blood line. just waiting for your remodeled inside. Stove excellent condition. Call
yard. Economical gas beat, can
wooden
Paradise Kennels 753- family to enjoy. KOP- and refrigerator,• also 753-9823 after 5p.m.
PERUD REALTY -753- gas heating stove. $15,
4106.
air.
Reasonable priced under
trot
26ft. motor home like
1222.
000. Call 753-0861.
Pure breed Siberian
new condition. 26,000
Call Ken Shores Estates, 753$40,000.
Three bedroom house in miles, 5000 watt Onan
Husky puppies. 4 weeks,
7531 or 753-0101.
Hazel. Extra nice with generator, all new tires,
S75.436-2802.
large lot. $20,000. Call interior exceptional,
753-0861.
41. Public Sale
double air. $12,500. 354
Two bedroom house, 6125.
3 Party Garage Sale 8-5
full basement, garden Fold down camper
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
spot. Asking $13,500. trailer. $450,. 136-2506.
Iffice Coast to Coast
Take 94E out of Murray
753-2737 after 2p.m.
layers from Everywhere
to first black top road on
Isiah Service Saco 1904
Two story year round. 52. Boats-Motors
left. Follow signs.
1912 Coldwater lead
Pine Bluff. Sun decks, 14ft. fishing boat,
Name brand clothes.
leatecky 421171
furnished, 2 lots. fiberglass, 3 swivel
Women's sizes 5,7,10.
•PINSCRIPT1016 •FINSII MIT MINIM
$20,000. 759 1074, 753 seats, 40H P Johnson
(502)753-0116
Lots of jeans. Boys sizes
•NOSPITAL
SCIPPLIS FOR MIT AND SALE
2649.
daytime
16, 18, waist 27-30. New
motor, trailer, $1000. K.
*LEADING
*ANDS Of COSIAIT1CS
carpet, bicycle, hedge
JOE L. KENNON
B. Small, Nunn Blvd.
47. Motorcycles
trimmer, household
•NOWSTIR
Broker
Rt. 6 Cadiz, Ky.
itemsand
Linseed & goaded
1973 Honda XL 250 Best 522 3906.
kw Osberta Presolphos a thy lift
miscellaneous.
offer. Call 753 6744
15ft. Chrysler fiberglas
1978 250 Can Am boat with walk through
motorcycle. Good con
windshield. 70hp. full
slition. 498 8279.
electric Chrysler motor
and Chrysler trailer.
$1650. 436-2506.
FOR SALE
16ft. Glastron tri hull
boat with 85hp. Mercury
1978 Tmeroho 400 CC motor and trailer. 489 ,
Repossessed. Coll:
2440.
Real Estate Investment in
A
Vagabond Sailboats:
the city
Vagabond 14, Holder 20,
dealer 1554 Oxford Dr.
Murray, Ky. 753 1326.
1978 Kawasaki 650 2000
•
miles, excellent condi 53. Services Offered
tion.753.74/5.
AIR CONDITIONERS_
1979 Honda 400. Excel
*Low
lent condition, 3100 anr-ap-Pirinces--ier
miles $975. Call 753 1913 viced. Freezers,
washers, dryers,' and
after 5p.m.,
refrigeraters. All
1980- Suzuki 850. Drive brands:759
shaft, fully dressed,
Asphalt driveways and
AM FM stereo and ad
iustable backrest. 5100 perking lots sealed by
miles like new. 753 2708 Sears. For free es
timates call 753 2310
after 5p m

KOPPERUD
REALTY
OPEN
HOUSE
Sat. April 24,
1982 - 1-3
p.m.
811 Broad St.

ESTIMATES

1501 London Dr.
1510 Londou Dr.
2212 Edinborongh
Dr.
1546 Oxford Dr.
1543 Canterbu Dr.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

Will do roof
repair on
houses and
tobacco barns,
etc. Call 7530716 after
6:00 p.m.

1982 Chevrolet
Celebrity, 4 door
sedan 3,000 miles.
New Car Warranty.

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac

INC

WALLIS DRUG
omitPumas

ARE YOU
LOOKING FOR

William Nall Pasco, DMD

sound

of Murray. Property which

is:
*Reasonably priced
*AtinlinJiw down payment
interest rate
*Income exceeds payments
*immediate possession *Immediate development
If interested call 753-1879.

7534573

announces the opening
of his office
of
for the proCtice
_
General Dentistry
Hours by Nights Available

1653 Calloway Ave.

753-1914

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Elkins'
rites today
...op

THE ACES®IRA
-The best

WI 0411

LI

a)ways through." — Robert
L.'Yost.

MATH
4-21-A
•II 6
•J 22
•K 7 4
•KQ963
WEST
EAST
•AK1085
•QJ732
Q 10 9
'3
•A 101
•Q853
•7 2
•10 6 5
SOUTH
•4
VAK7654
•J 9 2
•AJ4

Opening had: Spade king

Services for Mrs. Betty
Gupton Elkins, wife of
.W.A. Elkins, will be today
West noted East's
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of discouraging discard at
Blalock -Coleman trick one and knew that
Funeral Home. The Rev. East had suggested a
Mason' Sevin will of- switch. However, he
ficiate. Billy Buchanan couldn't decide which
will direct the song ser- switch would prove best, so
vice with Mrs. Oneida he compromised by doing
nothing. In4ecision lost and
White as organist.
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer.
got the time be South. The bidding:
declarer
Pat
be
will
Pallbearers
Evans, Lowel Adams, needed to make a vulnera- Sout West North East
ble game.
Jackie Carson, John
14)
211
2•
West guessed correctly in I.
Pass
Pass
Pass
Albin, Billy Ray Adams not pushing on to four 441
and Gary Price. Burial spades. Four hearts was
will follow in Asberry beatable while four spades
Cemetery.
would fail. Too bad his bidMrs. Elkins, 50, Rt. 1, ding judgment didn't carry
Kirksey, died Thursday over to the play.
West started with the
at Baptist Memorial
spade king and when East
Hospital, Memphis.
played the deuce, East suggested a discontinuation of
Adults 166
that suit. East was sure that
Nursery 4
a second spade would be
niffed and it was time to
4-20-82
develop tricks somewhere
New Born Admission
Jane Blankenship and else.
West considered the
baby boy, Rt. 2, Hazel.
and diamonds looked
switch
Dismissals
best, but what to lead — the
Rebecca S. Robertson diamond ace or the diamond
and baby girl, 213 South six? He couldn't decide and
13th St., Yolanda Bragg, continued with a "safe"
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., spade and that was it.
Connie F. Morgan, Rt. 6, Declarer ruffed, played two
Annabelle Crass, Rt. 1, high trumps and started
Benton, Jennifer R. clubs. West ruffed the third
'round and underled his diaJohnston, Rt. 1, Almo.
Mavis M. Fair, 708% mond ace, but it was too
right,
Payne, William H. late. Declarer guessed
king won and
dummy's
Brooks, Bx. 252, Fulton, declarer scored an overZula L. Parker, 901 trick.
Poplar St., Omus 0.
Had West shifted to any
Flora, 830 South 4th St., diamond at trick two, he
Gertrude V. Warfield, Rt. would have beaten game.
1, Hazel, Hazel Tutt (Ex- Whether declarer guessed
correctly or not. West would
pired), Rt. 8.
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G. CORN,JR.

have time to get a spade, a
trump and two diamonds
and declarer would have
been one short.
If one is to be indecisive
about his defense, be might
as well play the hand.
Bid with Cars
South holds: 4-24-B

•

ANSWER:Pass. The jump
rebid is invitational and subminimal response is bound
to be a disappointment to
North.
_
Seed bridge questams to The Aces,
P0 Box 12323, Dallas, Texas
with aell-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

isns.

Seven thousand persons were evacuated
from a tiny island off
Iceland in 1973 when a
volcano, extinct for 1,000
years, began to erupt.
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I — Tina Swift(middle), youth president,
PREPARING FORA
and
Sandra Whaley (light),secretary,and Sheri Swift prepare activities for "Youth
Week" at the First United Methodist Church April 28-29. Activities Include.
discussion with F
Beamer and Murray State football players, 6:30 p.m.
Monday; supper,
and recreation Tuesday, $1 per person; skating party
7:30 p.m. to 10 W
y; and lecture by Rick Kirchoff 6:30 p.m. Thursday. All
events but the skating will be at the church.
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Kidnap victim's father
to undergo hypnosis
CLEVELAND, Tenn.
(A?) — The father of a 5year-old boy who was kidnapped and then found
unharmed has agreed to
undergo hypnosis to try
and improve the description of his son's kidnappers, an investigator
said.
Jack Chase, a
Cleveland used -car
dealer, underwent the
hypnosis Thursday night,
chief detective Jimmy
Hester of the Bradley
County sheriff's department said Friday. Hester
declined to discuss any
details of the hypnosis or
say whether it improved
the information
authorities had already
obtained.
Bradley County
authorities, along with
the FBI and Tennessee
Bureau of Investigation,
are searching for three
men thought to have abducted and later abandoned Chase's son,
James Edward Chase,
last Tuesday in northwest
Georgia. No arrests have
been made in the case.
Chase has told police
his son was taken from
him at gunpoint Tuesday
morning as Chase was
preparing to take James
to kindergarten class.
The men drove off with

•

James in a van later
found abandoned near the
Cleveland airport, police
said.
Police had put together
a composite drawing of
the one man Chase said
he saw, the gunman who
snatched the child, but
the sketch wasn't
satisfactory, Hester said.
Authorities had
discussed the idea of also
having young James
undergo the hypnosis, but
that idea was dropped,
Hester said.
He declined to discuss
other aspects of the investigation, saying he
didn't want to give out information that might conflict with statements by
the other investigators.
'Chase told police the
man he iaw had a pistol
and demanded $300,000
ransoin for James. No
ransom was collected,
authorities said.
The kidnapping ended
when the young boy,
bound in adhesive tape,
freed himself later Tuesday and got out of a soft
leather suitcase in which
the kidnappers had left
him along Georgia Route
2 near Chatsworth, Ga.,
authorities said. He walked to a nearby house from
where authorities were
called.

Keller appointed
associate professor

•
At,

Howard Keller, professor of foreign
languages at Murray
State .University, has
been appointed a
research associate for the
summer of 1982 by the
Goethe Institute of
Munich,Germany.
Keller's project will be
the preparation of a second edition of his book
"The German Word
Family Dictionary." The
dictionary is an unusual
presentation of German
words arranged by roots
instead of by first letters.
Keller said the dictionary will also have a
frequency count for each
of the 12,000 words listed,
making it easy for a student or user to see how
important or rare a given
word is.
'The Murray State professor has published two
other books, "German
Root helicon," 1973, and
the first edition of the
"-German Word Dic-

tionary."
Both the Lexicon and
the dictionary are
unusual in that they were
both composed by Murray State's IBM computer before being sent to
the printer. In Munich,
Keller will work with the
computer files of the
Goethe Institute where
9.5 million German words
are stored.
Keller noted that the
computerized files will
permit the addition of a
frequency value for each
word in the dictionary.
The Goeth Institute is
an organization funded
by the West German
government to promote,
the teaching of German
as a foreign language and
has branches internationally.
Keller came to Murray
State in 1970 and has
taught courses in Russian, linguistics and Ger-
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The Button TN instant Camera

Comfortable nylon/spandex blend.

Extra.absorbent. Bpx of 24. Save!

Automatic ... just aim and shoot.
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SAVE
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Creamy Garlic
Thousand Island
Creamy Slaw
Cucumber & Onion
French Dressing

1
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SPECIAL!

.
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First Set of Prints
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32fl. Oz.'
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Our Reg.58c

11.96 38°
Nylon Bike Jackets
Snap or zip front styles with
cotton flannel lining Fashion
colors Sizes S-M-L

Pkg. Packaged Cookies

Tasty treats for dessert or snacking. Save!
'Net wt.
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Our Reg. 1.27

Our Reg.2.17

1.77 QuEacart 88°
Salad Dressings
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with real mayonnaise. •Not wt.
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Grass Seed
"Campus Green" seed
for quick cover. 5 LB.I
-Not wt.
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11-16 Oz.'
Depending
On Pigment

Sale Price
Handy Spray Enamel
Gloss or flat finish in

a wide color range.

11.97

Sale
Price
Save On Tune-up Kit
Contains points, rotor
and condenser. Save.
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